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La música revisa
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la música de la nueva era

El segundo álbum de Narada corresponde al sexto trabajo de Anclent Future. En esta 
ocasión, el grupo, liderado por Matthew Montfort en las guitarras, Dough McKeehan en
los teclados y Ian Dogole en la percusión cuenta con la colaboración de músicos 
especialistas en la música oriental.

Their second album for Narada corresponds to their sixth work as the band Anclent 
Future. In this occasion, the group, headed by Matthew Montfort on guitars, Doug 
McKeehan on the keyboards and Ian Dogole on percussion works in collaboration with
musicians specializing in oriental music.
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Ancient Future "Asian Fusion" Narada Equinox

New age music has always included some sort of non-western sounds in its agenda. As
new age tries to redefine itself as "contemporary instrumental music," the presence of 
other cultures has grown more audible. A nice example of the trend comes from a new 
release by Milwaukee's Narada Records, Ancient Future's "Asian Fusion." Some of the 
American group's compositions fall perilously close to tropical mood music. Some of 
them succeed at meeting the ambitious goal, set out in the CD's title, of a synthesis 
between Asia and the contemporary West. Drummer Ian Dogole's "Mezgoof," based on
Sufi devotional music, captures the strange, un-worldly colors of an ancient tradition 
using a mixture of electric and acoustic instruments. Another Dogole composition, 
"Sumbatico," transcribes Indonesian gamelan music for a contemporary setting, with a
jazz touch.

"Asian Fusion" is helped considerably by the presence of two master musicians: China's
Zhao Hui (on an ancient zither-like instrument) and Vietnamese expatriate Bui Huu 
Nhut (who plays his country's traditional long-necked string instrument). - Dave 
Luhrssen, Journal reviewer

www.journalsentinel.com
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CMJ New Music Report

Associate Editor

4/30/1993

World-Wise

ANCIENT FUTURE has moved from new age to world-wise over the years, and its 
newest release, Asian Fusion (Narada, 1845 Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, Wl 53202/414-272
-6700) features some collaborations with Chinese gu zheng (zither) player Zhao Hui. 
While a lot of the album gets bogged down in too much syntho-production, her duets, 
particularly "The Dusk Song of the Fisherman" with guitarist Matthew Montfort, are 
absolutely remarkable. Also check out the acoustic grace of "Garuda."
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NEW RELEASES

NEW RELEASES

WORLD MUSIC

Ancient Future, Asian Fusion (Narada cd)

pg 76 THE BEAT VOL. 12 #3.1993
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ANCIENT FUTURE Asian Fusion (Narada Equinox)

Not content to rest on their laurels as one of Global Fusion Music's earliest proponents,
quartet has consistently delivered albums that sound unique- to one another, as well as
to anything else out there on the market. This time the group takes us from the Silk 
Road to the Spice Islands, bringing traditional Asian forms and instruments to a 
contemporary framework while possibly creating the best recording of their career. 
Smooth ensemble rhythms are perfectly punctuated by the gu zheng (a board zither 
predating the Japanese koto), beautifully played by Ms. Zhao Hui- considered a national
treasure in her Chinese homeland- as well as African, Nepalese, North Indian and Asian
instruments. The end result is a tantalizing confection destined for heavy airplay; group
habitually sells well under New Age, Adult Alternative and World categories. - P.J. 
Birosik

6 • New Age Retailer May/June 1993
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ANCIENT FUTURE  • Asian Fusion

An imaginative, Far Eastern spin on world music from one of the genre's pioneering 
ensembles - Ancient Future. Asian Fusion is an innovative blend of contemporary 
occidental and traditional Asian sounds. The rhythmic result, created in collaboration 
with several masters of Asian music, is an exotic feast for the ears.

EQ 3023(c) $9.98/5.99 - (j) $9.99 Whsl.
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Alejandro Cifuentes
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EURASIAN FUSIONS:

"Asian Fusion" - ANCIENT FUTURE -Narada; "Twelve Moons" - JAN GARBAREK -ECM
Distributed by Nuevos Medios

With Ancient Future one travels from the torrid highways of the American deserts to the snow-covered 
summits of Tibet. From the ancient lost city of Peking to the active volcanos of Krakatoa. But this is the 
least of it. What is important is that it sounds great; even though it has been recorded in a closed room 
with air conditioning. The least of it at the moment of listening to this CD is to know that the A.F. 
quartet, with Matthew Montfort at the head, has studied traditional music with the masters. The curious
thing is: do they infuse Western music with Oriental colors, or should one say Oriental with Western 
influences? It's equal.

It is of little importance what type of unusual instrument the gu zheng is, or that Zhao Hui is the 
preeminent master of it in China; what matters is that Matthew Montfort knows how to perfectly 
combine the elements within his reach to captivate our ears (as evidenced by "The Dusk Song..."). 
Although some may think it ridiculous to do a reggae version of a popular Vietnamese song, "Ja Nam" 
doesn't stop being a tasty dish; delicious for everyone who is not queasy about things they have not 
tried.

The many followers of Jan Garbarek (as many musicians as mere fans) are lucky that he is so prolific.  
This is his 20th disk as leader for the ECM label, and since his début in the label with "Afric 
Pepperbird" (1970), he has appeared in 48 productions. Jan Garbarek is one of the few musicians that 
can presume not only to have an unmistakable personality with his phrasing and sound of the sax with 
all its American influence, but also to be the most important improvisor in a style completely European 
since the times of the gypsy guitarist Django Reinhardt who, as is now the case with the Norwegian 
Garbarek, had influenced to the majority of European musicians and infinite Americans.

"Twelve Moons" is a disk that moves in different directions: the tribal sounds originating from the 
drumsticks (or even the bare hands in "Witchi-Tai-To") of the Parisian drummer Manu Katché, as well as
the complicated work on the part of Marilyn Mazur to replace the inimitable Nana Vasconcelos, 
combines with the rich textures of the synthesizers of Rainer Brüninghaus (or with those of Garbarek in 
the title track of the disk). But neither should one forget the importance that Garbarek always gives to 
the bassist of his group: Eberhard Weber (listen to what he does on "Path Prints", published by ECM).

One may say that Garbarek moves in terrain that agrees with him. His disk is loaded with continuous 
references to his native Norway. Not only with the theme "Arietta", which is an adaptation of a 
composition by Edward Grieg (born 150 years ago), but also with the traditional Norwegian song 
"Psalm," arranged by and a duet with Agnes Good Garnas, a singer who has managed to awake an 
authentic fondness to the popular music of his country. But also it is the first time that Garbarek 
rearranges songs from his old discography to look at them from another point of view. "Brother Wind 
March" is a new adaptation of the "Brother Wind" that was already recorded in the disk "Legend Of The
Seven Dreams" (ECM) and that he now brings us in a more irresistibly energetic version. "Witchi-Tai-To"
already had been written and interpreted by Jim Pepper in a disk of the same title in the era of the 
Garbarek-Bobo Stenson Quartet, and now it is transformed into an authentic Indian ritual in the hands 
of Manu Katché. Finally there is a piece composed and performed by a singer born in the Arctic circle: 
Marie Boine, in which a duet with the saxophonist is utilized to explore the ecstatic vocal aspects of his 
soprano sax. This final precious stone is an authentic luxury brooch to celebrate the 500th production of
the ECM label. – Alejandro Cifuentes

Download full review in Engish and the original Spanish:
http://www.ancient-future.com/pdf/7_1_93_musicaglobal.pdf
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Ancient Future’s Asian Fusion: It’s a Winner

Cusco's back - the group appeared in this column with Cusco 2000, and now it's 
doubled the take with Cusco 2002 (on Higher Octave Records). Try telling all this apart
at the record store. It's still high-falutin', electronic music on a grand scale, and has a 
bit of oomph! to it, a bit of pomposity and uses a lot of di!erent styles - so everything 
doesn't sound the same.

The first couple tracks, "Sea Planet" and particularly "Australia," are breath- taking. 
There aren't any hints of jazz to this; it's straight pop/soundtrack stu!, evocative of a 
vanishing wilderness, which is fine by me; I'm tired of people putting in jazz where it 
doesn't belong...

Narada's come up with a couple winners, as well. Ancient Future's Asian Fusion, an 
entry In the East- meets-West field, takes Asian and Western instruments and mixes 
them in a variety of styles. For instance, putting a Vietnamese pop song to a reggae 
beat, or using some Chinese zither in a jazz arrangement.

There are a couple slow, evocative Chinese songs near the end; if you slow down 
internally it will really hit home. Mast of it's tasteful, some of it could be better, but I'd 
say it's a winner and a unique musical entrée.

-Jerrold Rabushka

facebook.com/spotlightmagazinestl?sk
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It’s a small world of music, after all

East meets West: For their new album. 'Asian Fusion,' the group Ancient Future takes its inspiration 
from the Orient.

Their multicultural music, much like their name, contains rather challenging contradictions. Using a 
diverse array of instruments ranging from sitar, Irish harp, Tibetan bowls and even sleigh bells, Ancient 
Future has been making world music since before that phrase was even coined.

Described by Billboard magazine as trendsetters, the San Francisco-based group has now turned its 
attention to the Orient with the recently-released CD Asian Fusion.

The group's sixth album weaves Chinese and Vietnamese musical traditions into a colorful tapestry of 
sounds both Western and Eastern.

Group founder Matthew Montfort says the idea for the album took root not long after the group's 
performance last year at the Sacramento River Jazz Festival. It was there that Montfort, who founded 
Ancient Future in 1979 with a group of fellow college music students, was approached by the English-
speaking husband of Zhao Hui, one of China's pre-eminent musicians. Eager to play with American jazz
musicians, Hui honored Montfort's request to play for him.

"I was utterly captivated," Montfort recalls in a recent telephone interview. "I couldn't wait to take my 
scalloped fretboard guitar from its case and join her. The instruments blended beautifully and a genuine
musical chemistry was immediately apparent."

The impromptu musical get together inspired the band to focus an entire album on Asian influences. 
Montfort also recruited Vietnam native Buy Hue Nhut - who plays the Vietnamese dan bau, a long single-
string instrument - to record with Ancient Future on the track Ja Nam.

While Asian music is still finding its audience in this country, Asian Fusion fits in with Ancient Future's 
goal of "encompassing cultures with a really broad palette," as Montfort puts it.

"When we (the band members) first met, we were all studying Indian music, and although we wanted to
do something that wasn't classical Indian music, our first album (Visions of a Peaceful Planet) was really
quite Indian," he recalls. "To Indians, it sounded like Western music played on Indian instruments, and
Westerners heard mostly the Indian influence. So at least we reached our goal of combining things."

A native of Colorado, Montfort's early influences showed signs of his later diversity, as he listened to 
everything from Jimi Hendrix, Yes, and Chick Corea, to classical music. A college summer spent at the Ali
Akhar College in Northern California changed his approach to music and promoted his withdrawal from 
the University of Colorado. Montfort's fascination with global music later led him to travel to Indonesia 
and Bali for additional study and he eventually wrote a music textbook, Ancient Traditions, Future 
Possibilities.

Ancient Future has been virtually impossible to peg in the music industry's scheme of things: They've 
been called everything from jazz to New Age, but Montfort says the band's direction is clearly "world 
fusion music." In its home state, the band's diversity and cultural appeal caught the attention of the 
California Arts Council, which awarded the group a grant to support its tours.

"Our music is raw and innocent...we strive to fuse different cultural styles and push music into new 
cultures," Montfort say. "Writing music that involves so many different influences will always fascinate 
me."
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Datebook Calendar Editor
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Futuristic

IN CONCERT

ANCIENT FUTURE - Today at 1 p.m. Historic Plaza Park Healdsburg.

Futuristic

Ancient Future appears today from 1 to 4 p.m. in Historic Plaza Park in Healdsburg
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Lloyd Barde
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World of Mouth and Real World

Heartbeats Summer 93

World of Mouth and Real World

ANCIENT FUTURE "Asian Fusion"

Ancient Future shines brightly on their latest cross-cultural release. As usual, they blend
exotic traditions of the East with a contemporary fusion/synthesis of the West in their 
intriguing original material. Instruments from eastern realms such as the Gu Zheng, 
Kokyu or tabla, mix with piano, synth, bass, violin and the many guitars of group leader
Matthew Montfort. This eclectic blend cuts across musical boundaries with the greatest
of ease. Like a musical travelogue, it spans the expanses ofAsia, from the Silk Road to 
the Spice Islands, & from the Himalayas to the forbidden city of ancient Peking. 
Included are guest artists who are masters of their own indigenous styles, such as Zhao
Hui from China, Bui Huu Nhut of Vietnam, & percussionist Emam of Iran. Their "world
diary" of musical styles encompasses elements as diverse as reggae rhythms & 
Qawwali, the Sufi devotional form of music from India & Pakistan. Also: "World Without
Walls," "Dream Chaser," "Quiet Fire"  EACH CASS $10.98, CD $16.98

Heartbeats Fall/Winter 93

More World Flavors

ANCIENT FUTURE "Asian Fusion"

Ancient Future shines brightly on their latest cross-cultural release, with a blend of 
exotic traditions of the East with a contemporary fusion/synthesis of the West. 
Instruments from eastern realms such as the Gu Zheng, Kokyu or tabla, mix with piano,
synth, bass, violin and the many guitars of group leader Matthew Montfort. This eclectic
blend cuts across musical boundaries with the greatest of ease. Like a musical 
travelogue, it spans the expanses of Asia, from the Silk Road to the Spice Islands, & 
from the Himalayas to the forbidden city of ancient Peking. Included are guest artists 
who are masters of their own indigenous styles, such as Zhao Hui from China, Bui Huu
Nhut of Vietnam, & percussionist Emam of Iran. Their "world diary" of musical styles 
encompasses elements as diverse as reggae rhythms & Qawwali, the Sufi devotional 
form of music from India & Pakistan. Also: "World Without Walls," "Dream Chaser," 
"Quiet Fire," "Natural Rhythms (no CD)," "Visions of Peaceful Planet (no CD)" CASS 
$10.98, CD $16.98
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Back to the Future

“Ancient Future” blends the irresistible rhythms of a jungle of African, Balinese, Indian,
Middle Eastern and South American percussion in Historic Plaza Park on Sunday, June
27 from 2 t0 4 p.m. as part of Healdsburg’s Summer Concert Series. Exotic instruments
from around the world will be featured with the latest state-of-the-art synthesizers, 
electric violin and scalloped fretboard guitar.
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The Beat

Bob Tarte
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Asian Fusion by Ancient Future

Volume 12, Number 4, 1993. July/August 1993

I have nothing against new age music--as long as I never have to hear it. But when it comes to my door 
loosely disguised as worldbeat, I'm doomed to several long seconds of objective listening before 
gleefully confirming my prejudices.

 [ED: Unfavorable reviews of new age artists removed here to protect the guilty] 

At first blush I nearly consigned Asian Fusion (Narada Equinox) to the Lo-Cal heap--i.e., the Californian 
nutrition-free take on local music--but Ancient Future immediately failed the preliminary. It was 
impossible to read a fat Russian novel while this disc was playing, the way you could probably write one
while Strunz and Farrah, for instance, tootled in the background. I kept looking up from the page, then 
finally had to give up. Jim Hurley and Matthew Montfort's shared violin-and-guitar line leads catch hold
of a strong melody and bite down hard, but despite Zhao Hui's Chinese gu sheng board zither, Bui Hui
Nhut's dan bao Vietnamese one-stringed thingamajig, and assorted ethnic percussion, I'm still not ready
to think of this as worldbeat. Vernacular instruments don't share anything like equal weight with the 
band's folk-classical thrust, and the cuts that are carved from indigenous music, such as "Sunda Strait"'s
lovely degung or "The Dusk Song of the Fisherman," tilt toward the generic at the expense of an 
identifiable Ancient Future style. But the disc's got plenty of fire and its loveliness often surprises.
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CHINA

EN este caso, algunos músicos no son orientales, aunque en el disco han intervenido 
maestros de la talla de Zhao Hui, que es toda una institución en China por sus 
interpretaciones con el gu zheng, un instrumento tradicional de su país. Ancient Future
lleva desde 1979 intentando la fusión musical de los sonidos contemporáneos 
occidentales con las músicas tradicionales de Asia. El ritmo que resulta es sorprendente
primero, chocante después y absorbente por fin.

•Ancient Future.
ASIAN FUSION.
Narada Equinox.

IN this case, some musicians are not oriental, although contributing to the recording 
are masters of the stature of Zhao Hui, who is an institution in China due to her 
interpretations on the gu zheng, a traditional instrument of her country. Ancient Future
was formed in 1979 with the intention of creating a musical fusion of Western 
contemporary sounds with the traditional music of Asia. The rhythm that results is 
surprising at first, shocking later and absorbing in the end.
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Teed Rockwell
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The nine rasas of Indian aesthetics in world fusion music

ASIAN FUSION. Ancient Future. Narada Equinox. Available at Tower Records and other
music stores.

When Ancient Future founder Matthew Montfort coined the term "world fusion," he 
surely never dreamed that the musical style he was creating would eventually be 
eclipsed by something that critics now derisively label "Fusak."

What's the di!erence between world fusion and Fusak? World fusion musicians study 
diverse traditions with care and sensitivity. (Montfort played gamelan music in Bali, and
is one of the few Westerners to have studied both North and South Indian classical 
music.) Fusak is played by studio musicians who boot some exotic instrument samples
into their synthesizers and then play jazz-pop solos with them.

The best world fusion music ranges over the whole spectrum of what Indian aesthetic 
philosophers call the nine rasas, expressing emotions as diverse as joy, pathos, and 
triumph. Fusak expresses only a single rasa that no Indian philosopher would have 
considered worth naming: a kind of bored complacency that begs to be ignored, and 
resembles real artistic experience about as much as a wall paper pattern resembles a 
Picasso painting.

While Fusak gluts the airwaves of the so-called adult contemporary radio stations today,
Ancient Future has maintained its commitment to its original vision. The group's 
numerous albums have won international awards, and are frequently played by radio 
programmers who run their stations on their own tastes and intuitions rather than at 
the command of market research analysts. And for those who have come to look 
forward to each Ancient Future release, the good news is: the group's newest album, 
Asian Fusion, is perhaps its best yet.

The phrase "East meets West" is applicable to this album in several rather dizzying 
ways. This is the first Ancient Future album to combine Chinese classical music with the
group's Indian influences, and the Chinese have traditionally considered west to be the
source of spiritual power - because India is west of China! On the other hand, Ancient 
Future is based in California, which is considered to be the Wild West, even though you
can get there from China only by traveling due east. Confused yet? Then unwind by 
listening to a native Vietnamese musician playing to a reggae beat, or a duet between 
Chinese flute and an African talking drum, or a performance by one of China's greatest
gu zheng players accompanied by a scalloped fretboard guitar and a Persian tabla 
player.

The real key to Ancient Future's greatness, however, is that its music is hard to describe
but easy to listen to. It blends these diverse elements with such sensitivity that every 
innovation seems natural and inevitable. This is particularly impressive on an album 
that features so many guest performers from di!erent cultures - they all seem to have 
become members of the same culture for the duration of this album.

The group also uses synthesizers on almost every song, and yet the entire alburn 
sounds completely acoustic, because the choice of synthesizer settings blends perfectly
with the various (unfamiliar) acoustic instruments. A truly remarkable album, designed
to be listened to again and again.
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Jonathan E.
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One World Beat

Ancient Future's punnily titled album on Narada Equinox, Asian Fusion, is also 
accurately titled. It's a musical trip through the classical styles of Japan, China, Pakistan,
Vietnam, Indonesia, and Asia Minor, smoothly fused with some jazz and just a little 
African percussion. Ancient Future has worked on this concept for more than a decade 
(this is its sixth album) and the result is cool, flowing music that e!ortlessly floats 
where it will. Matthew Montfort's guitar is the common thread that ties together 
otherwise varied instrumentation. One slightly reggaefied song features the Vietnamese
dam bau, a one-stringed instrument with a whammy bar, played by Bui Huu Nhut, while
five tracks feature Zhao Hui playing the cascading Chinese gu zheng, a board zither. 
Violin, piano, Chinese flute, synthesizer, bass, and a wide variety of percussion are also
heard. It's pleasing music that succeeds in evoking picturesque and idealized images of
Asian landscapes; the heat and dust, the grime and sweat of everyday scenes are 
replaced by rarefied airs and a courtly stateliness.

Upcoming dates for Ancient Future are July 22nd at the Valhalla Summer Festival, South
Lake Tahoe; July 23rd at the Kentucky Mine Amphitheater, Sierra City; August 5th at Jack
London Square, Oakland, at 5:30 p.m. (it's a free one); August 7th at Life on the Water 
Theater, Fort Mason, SF, from 11 a.m.-1 p.m. (also broadcast live on KQED-FM); and a 
"duet performance" August 27th at Larkspur Landing Shopping Center at 7 p.m. (also 
free).

6/18/1993

Ancient Future has a new album, Asian Fusion (Narada), and a couple of shows-both 
freebies. One is at the Healdsburg Plaza (it's a nice place, could be worth a weekend 
drive) from 2-4 p.m. June 27th; call (707) 431-3301 for further info. The other is at the 
Farmers Market at Cinema Square, near Galindo and Salvio, in Concord at noon June 
30th; the info number is (510) 671-3393. To reach Ancient Future, call Matthew Montfort
at (415) 459-1892

8/10/1993

Hurry on down to the Great American Music Hall August 12th for Richie Havens, writer
of "African Herbsman" (originally known as "Indian Rope Man"), performed by both 
Bob Marley on his great Lee Perry-produced LP, African Herbsman (Trojan), and Ziggy
Marley on his new album, Joy and Blues (Virgin). The same venue has Gil Scott- Heron
supported by the Charlie Hunter Trio August 14th, and Ancient Future and Jai Uttal & 
the Pagan Love Orchestra August 18th. ...
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Philippine News

Sherry Moreno

7/21/1993

World fusion music festival

SAN FRANCISCO - The Bay Area's finest world fusion music artists Ancient Future and
Jai Uttal will share a bill at The Great American Music Hall on Wednesday, August 18, at
8p.m. The concert will open with Jai Uttal's group performing material from his two 
Triloka releases, 'Footprints" and 'Monkey."

Ancient Future will be showcasing material from their sixth CD, 'Asian Fusion" (Narada
Equinox ND-63023), a musical travelogue spanning the vast geographic and cultural 
expanse of Asia, from the Silk Road to the Spice islands, from the Himalayas to the 
Forbidden City of ancient Peking. The group has blended the exotic sounds of the East
with the more contemporary sounds of the West.

Ancient Future's "Asian Fusion" line-up showcases some of the top performers in the 
Asian music field, including Zhao Hui, China's top master of the gu zheng (Chinese 
koto) and Bui Huu Nhut, a leading performer of the Vietnamese dan bau (a one string 
instrument with an indigenous version of a whammy bar) along with Indian 
percussionist Arshad Syed, violinist Jim Hurley, violist/Asian string instrument master 
Eric Golub, keyboardist Doug McKeehan, percussionist Ian Dogole, and multi-
instrumentalist/guitarist Matthew Montfort.

The group's live show has delighted audiences from coast to coast at venues such as 
New York's Carnegie Recital Hall and Eugene's Hult Center for the Performing Arts.

"Asian Fusion" follows up on the success of 'World Without Walls," which featured the 
legendary tabla master Zakir Hussain. Ancient Future's fourth release, "Dreamchaser," 
reached the number two spot on JAZZIZ National Airplay Chart. CD Review gave 
"Dreamchaser" a 10 out of 10 rating. Their second album, "Natural Rhythms," received
N.A.I.R.D. "Indie" World Music Award. The San Francisco Examiner calls Ancient Future
"mesmerizing," while Billboard calls the ensemble "trendsetters."
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Sing Tao Daily

Derek Cheung

7/22/1993

Ancient Future and Zhao Hui at Great American Music Hall

About Chinese zither master Zhao Hui appearance with Ancient Future on August 18 at
the Great American Music Hall in San Francisco, and her work on the Asian Fusion 
recording.

www.singtaousa.com
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Edmonton Journal

Roger Levesque

7/26/1993

New takes on Asian music worth a listen

Asian Fusion *** Ancient Future Narada Equinox/MCA 54 minutes

This is not an attempt to play indigenous music in its original form, but rather a 
deliberate, inspired interpretation through western eyes. Electric tone colors are used to
subtle e!ect more to enhance the acoustic interplay, but the e!ect is something unique
and well worth hearing. Guitarist Matthew Montfort formed Ancient Future about 15 
years back to explore the modern musical possibilities of ancient musical traditions as 
far flung as India, Africa and Bali. For this fourth album his California-based quartet 
includes Jim Hurley's violin, Doug McKeehan on keyboards and percussionist Ian 
Dogole, with other guests including players of Chinese, Vietnamese and Indian origin. 
Its called Asian Fusion, but that title only hints at the diverse o!erings involved. Zhao 
Hui plucks delicate Chinese zither melodies alongside Montfort's own scalloped 
fretboard on a traditional Dusk Song Of The Fisherman, while Ja Nam involves a 
reggaefied take on a popular Vietnamese folk song. Flute melodies, festive dances and 
Islamic influences fill out the album.
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A & E Editor

7/29/1993

cd review ****

Two bands with diverse sounds deserve more credit.
BY P. J. GRIMES for The Beach
Ancient Future: Ancient Fusion; Narada

The sixth and latest release by Ancient Future, one of the planet's most respected and earlier proponents
of the World Fusion Music/New Age genre, is guaranteed to become one of your favorites, if you're into 
these styles. If you're not, you still might want to give it a try. You'll probably be pleasantly surprised at 
how quickly this Bay-area group grows on you, too.

Asian Fusion is certainly their most ambitious and promising recording to date. Ancient Future has put 
out five other strong albums, World Without Walls (Sona Gaia, 1990), Dreamchaser (Sona Gaia, 1988),
Quiet Fire (Narada, 1988), and Visions of a Peaceful Planet (1979). They just keep getting better.

Yet in spite of Ancient Future's obvious growth professionally, a hard-hitting master musician lineup, 
and high acclaim for their composition and performance by the media and fans alike, they still somehow
stand in the shadows of more recognizable artists like Andreas Vollenweider or Strunz & Farah.

Critics from respected publications such as Billboard and others rave about them-hailing the group as 
"trendsetters,"  "Shadowfax with teeth," and "mesmerizing," yet it remains a  mystery to me (and 
probably to the band as well) as to why they are not yet a "household name," for lack of a better term.

Says John Diliberto of Jazziz "They storm through an electric dervish of music." Notoriety may continue 
to elude them still, but it is certainly not due to lack of talent or exciting and accomplished recording 
projects, most notably their current album, Asian Fusion.

The idea for Ancient Fusion, a musical travelogue spanning the vast geographic and cultural expanse of
Asia, took root not long after the group's performance during the 1992 Sacramento River Jazz Festival. 
Matthew Montfort, the group's founder and a gifted musician and book author, was approached by the 
English- speaking husband of Zhao Hui, one of China's preeminent musicians. Zhao Hui plays the gu 
zheng, a Chinese zither.

Zhao Hui was eager to perform with American jazz musicians and was impressed by Ancient Future's 
performance. She and Montfort quickly bonded, and she joined the group for several performances in 
California in 1992 and 1993.

Also performing on Asian Fusion is Vietnam native Bui Huu Nhut, who plays the Vietnamese dan bau, a 
long flexible, single-stringed instrument, on the track "Ja Nam." The piece is a contemporary version of a
popular Vietnamese folk song, and typical of the group's interest in multi-cultural alchemy that now 
includes a reggae background.

Ancient Future members include Montfort (various guitars), Doug McKeehan (piano/keyboards), Jim 
Hurley (violin), and Ian Dogole (percussion), all very diverse and powerful musicians in their own right.

The more sensuous and upbeat "Mezgoof" captures that same moving spirit, where I've found myself 
many-a-time standing up and twirling and dancing around the room to it. Now that's some good music.
Take a listen yourself. But watch out for the coffeetable. ****

CDs are rated from 1-5 stars.
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Fast Tracks

8/1/1993

FAST TRACKS

FAST TRACKS

The Sky Is Crying: The History of Elmore James (Rhino R2 71 190). Essential to any 
serious blues collection, with 21 classic tracks from the 1950s, including "Dust My 
Broom," "Standing at the Crossroads," "Rollin' and Tumblin'," and others in the true 
Delta blues tradition. Compiled by Robert Palmer and James Austin. – E.P.

Asian Fusion: Ancient Future (Narada ND-63023). This longtime world fusion band 
carves another album of evocative East/West melodies, this time using plucked string 
instruments from Vietnam and China. The melodies are as compelling as ever, with 
colorful rhythms and some gorgeous soloing. – J.D.

The Missouri Connection: Jay McShann and John Hicks (Reservoir RSR 124). An 
unexpected but well-thought-out concept whose beginnings took place last year during a
concert in St. Louis, Hicks' hometown. This two-piano gem is steeped in McShann's 
Kansas City-style repertoire. – J.W.P.

Shadow Bright: Bruce Stark (M-A Recordings Moll A). One of the most transparent, 
elegantly stated, and emotionally deep albums of piano solos since Keith Jarrett's Koln 
concerts. Stark's lush melodies are tempered with an austerity of ornament that recalls
Lennie Tristano. A pristine and haunting release. (4728 Park Encino Lane, #1 17, Encino,
Cal. 91436.) – J.D.

Portrait of the Blues: Lou Rawls (Manhattan CDP 7 99548 2). Here's the record Robert 
Cray wishes he could make, and the date David Sanborn should learn from. With 
contributions from Buddy Guy, Lionel Hampton, Phoebe Snow, Junior Wells, Joe 
Williams, Hank Crawford, and too many others, Lou Rawls is at his best. – J.W.P.

GO Together: Carla Bley and Steve Swallow (Watt/ECM 3 14 51 7 673-2). The latest from
one of jazz's most incorrigible duos. Introspective, cinematic, anachronistic, and 
original as always. – J.W.P.

Global Meditation
Various Artists
THE RELAXATION
COMPANY CD3210

I could be picky with the fact that this isn't all drawn from meditative traditions. But 
marketing qualms aside, Global Meditation is a compelling swing through world music
traditions from the ancient sounds of Tibetan monks to the more contemporary 
percussives of Glen Velez. It recalls Joachim E. Berendt's Voices compilation of world 
choirs (Mesa) although without Berendt's erudite global consciousness theories.

The music is beautifully programmed on four CDs, divided by sonic a!nity. The 
"Harmony and Interplay" disc features sounds from the Gnawa musicians of Marrakesh
to the Indian electric mandolin of U Srinivas. "Music from the Heart" explores more 
refined contemplative spaces with modern Celtic harp, Turkish dervish ney (a wind 
instrument), and the echoing Chinese flutes of the Guo Brothers. Global Meditation 
creates its own coherent journey out of a diversity of sound and experience. (The 
Relaxation Company, 20 Lumber Rd., Roslyn, N.Y., 11576.) – John Diliberto

Nice and Warm
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Ming-Kang Dai, Reporter

8/1/1993

Interview with Zhao Hui

Chinese zither master Zhao Hui is interviewed about Ancient Future’s performance on
August 18 at the Great American Music Hall in San Francisco, and her work on the 
Asian Fusion recording.
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Sierra County Historical Society

Betty Sederquist

8/3/1993

Ancient Future: Interpreting the World's Music

SIERRA CITY, CA. The cedar and pine forest canopy above Sierra City's Kentucky Mine resonated with 
sound on July 23. The occasion? A concert by Ancient Future, a musical group noted for its unique 
interpretations of the world's ancient musical traditions.

The Kentucky Mine Amphitheatre, fresh-washed by an afternoon rain shower and overshadowed by the 
craggy Sierra Buttes and a star-filled sky, was a perfect setting for the performance, one of a summer 
series that takes place each Friday through September. Proceeds benefit the Kentucky Mine.

Ancient Future, playing what has been called "world fusion music," transcends easy labels. Band leader
Matthew Montfort, a virtuoso guitarist who founded Ancient Future in 1978, is philosophical. "We've 
been called a New Age group. Currently we fit into the growing genre known as world music."

Here, in this high-Sierra summer setting close by an old gold mining town, Ancient Future's range 
entranced listeners. The Kentucky Mine concert featured numbers that blended rock and roll with 
Balinese rhythms, blues with an Oriental twist, and jazz influenced by music from northern India. There
was South American music with a California patina, and uniquely-interpreted African music.

Although the recording industry prefers musical groups that fit into pre-defined categories, says 
Montfort, the group has succeeded anyway. Ancient Future has made six popularly-received recordings.
The band's most recent release, Asian Fusion, was produced in late 1992 by Narada, and features guest 
artists from China and Vietnam.

Each of the five musicians present at Kentucky Mine pushed the boundaries of conventional music, 
demonstrating lifelong passions for synthesizing the music of many cultures with that found in the 
United States. Percussionist Ian Dogole, for example, brought humor, surprise and passion to his task, 
literally dashing between better-known North American percussion instruments and chimes, rattles and
other seldom-seen rhythmic tools. He performed a memorable solo on the African talking drum, which 
he squeezed and stroked like a live thing.

Between numbers the musicians talked lovingly of their travels and inspirations. Guest artist Bill 
Douglass, nimble-fingered for most of the evening on the acoustic bass, also demonstrated his 
command of the Chinese flute. A student of Chinese music for more than two decades, he eased into his
solos, tentatively at first, finally playing with soulful simplicity.

Violinist Jim Hurley practically caught the trees - and the audience - on fire with his fiery composition, 
"Lakshmi Rocks Me." At one with his instrument, Hurley was a true professional, his practiced fingerings
soaring effortlessly above accompaniment by the rest of the group.

Keyboardist Doug McKeehan also made the complex musical blendings appear easy. Working two 
keyboards at once, he added improvised jazz flourishes as well as performing his own accomplished 
solos.

Matthew Montfort, leader and anchor of the Marin County-based group through its personnel changes 
and guest artists over the years, demonstrated astounding virtuosity. With fingers flying and sliding over
his amplified acoustic Gibson guitar, the awardwinning guitarist played with authority and sensitivity. 
Notable was his piece honoring the Silk Road, "The Trader." Both mesmerizing and dramatic, the 
composition honored the many cultures to be found on this historic trade route.

Ancient Future ended the evening to enthusiastic encores. For one magical evening, the Kentucky Mine 
became the center of the planet. - Betty Sederquist
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San Francisco Bay Guardian

Derk Richardson

8/11/1993

Around the World and Around the Bay

THE BAY GUARDIAN AUGUST 1993 NOISE

the LOCAL TIP SHEET

Around the world from around the Bay

By Derk Richardson

ANCIENT FUTURE, ASIAN FUSION (Narada Equinox)

Led by composer/guitarist Matthew Montfort, Ancient Future is a rare kind of band that
might simultaneously aggravate purists, confound New Age dilettantes, seduce 
skeptics, and dazzle just about everybody else. Its latest outing incorporates Chinese gu
zheng (zither), Vietnamese single-stringed dan bau, Chinese flute, and acoustic bass 
into the quartet's peaceful arsenal of guitars, violins, keyboards, and world percussion.
Delicious compositions (adapting folk and classical themes from Japan, Indonesia, 
Tibet, China, Pakistan, and Vietnam), intricate arrangements, crisp playing, and 
impeccable production (with meticulous attention to the placement of sounds in aural 
space) put these ambitious voyagers in a league of their own.

(Ancient Future performs Wed/18 at the Great American Music Hall, SF, on a bill with 
Jai Uttal.)
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India-West

Bina

8/13/1993

Ancient Future Releases Its Sixth Album

By a Sta! Reporter

SAN FRANCISCO- Asian Fusion, a musical travelogue spanning the vast geographic 
and cultural expanse of Asia, the sixth CD of Ancient Future group has just been 
released. The music showcases some of the top performers in the Asian music field, 
including Zhao Hui, China's preeminent master of the gu zheng. One song titled 
"Ladakh" is closely based on a folk melody from the mountainous region of India and 
Tibet. The record incorporates many elements of Indian music, such as beginning a 
piece with an alap and ending with a tihai. Ancient Future is an organization formed in 
1978 by students of Indian music at the Ali Akbar College of Music in San Rafael, Calif. 
The goal of the group is to fuse the music of the East and West.

Ancient Future and Jai Uttal, the Bay Area's finest world fusion music artists, will 
perform at The Great American Music Hall, Aug. 18 at 8:00 p.m. The concert will open
with Jai Uttal and the Pagan Love Orchestra performing from Jai Uttal's releases. Jai 
Uttal's latest release, Monkey, enjoyed a long stay in the top ten of the Billboard World
Music chart. Members of the Ancient Future will be performing material from Asian 
Fusion.

Zhao Hui, China's preeminent master of the gu Zheng, will be performing next month at an
Ancient Future concert in San Francisco.
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San Francisco Chronicle

Calvin Ahlgren

8/15/1993

East and West Meet in Ancient Future

Sunday Datebook Pink Section

Matthew Montfort, Zhao Hui Perform Together

TO AN AWARD-WINNING performer, teacher and author with at least a decade and a 
half of touring and concerts, an advanced academic degree, a standard-setting reference
manual and five albums under his belt, the prospect of stage fright might seem a trifle 
absurd.

Not so long ago, however, Matthew Montfort, founder of the highly praised group 
Ancient Future, wasn't laughing when he was about to go onstage with a master of 
Chinese traditional music, to accompany her on a Chinese piece he hardly knew.

The artist was Zhao Hui ("jao way"), China's premiere performer on the zither-like 
instrument called gu zheng. Recently relocated to the United States, she had met the 
band after an Ancient Future concert and made known her desire to perform with it. 
Montfort, who plays scalloped fretboard guitar, charango and mandolin, was invited to
dinner, heard Zhao Hui play and subsequently asked her to open some concert dates 
for the band.

It was at one of these that, just having learned the traditional Chinese melody "Dusk 
Song of the Fisherman," he realized he was to play it in front of an audience that was 
enraptured over Zhao Hui's last piece.

"I'm backstage, about to play with basically the world's best player on this instrument, 
and I've been playing Chinese music for two days. I've studied so many di!erent types 
of music, I thought it would be OK." Not so, he discovered to his dismay.

"I knew she was a monster," Montfort said, "but backstage, you could hear a pin drop. 
You could tell she was radiant. Then I started to get a little nervous. I remember that on
the first note, I felt this drop of sweat on my finger. But then the Muse took over; you 
can use it to your advantage."

Montfort sent a recording of that concert to the California Arts Council to apply for, and
secure, the grant that funded Ancient Future's current tour. With Zhao Hui, the group 
plays its annual Great American Music Hall date Wednesday, sharing the bill with Jai 
Uttal and the Pagan Love Orchestra.

"Dusk Song of the Fisherman" is also one of the tracks on Ancient Future's new CD, 
"Asian Fusion," the sixth e!ort since Montfort and Benjy Wertheimer co-founded the 
group in 1979. The album, though specific in its stated Asian venue, follows along a 
logical line of the group's progression - the mingling of musical influences from world 
cultures that now has become a recognized genre in its own right. When he and his 
partners put together the group, however, Montfort said, it was only a musician's odd 
notion.

"We did expect the [world-music] movement, though we didn't know it would take so 
long. It was slow starting; I never thought it would become a fad."

Download entire article:
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ANCIENT FUTURE: Performing

Marin Independent Journal
August 17, 1993

ANCIENT FUTURE: Performing tomorrow night at the Great
American Music Hall in San Francicso
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Danny Willis
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Ancient Future performs at the Great American Music Hall

Oakland Tribune
Alameda Times Star
Daily Review
August 18, 1993

Ancient Future performs at 8 tonight at the Great American Music Hall in San 
Francisco.
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San Francisco Chronicle

Derk Richardson

8/22/1993

In Concert/Ancient Future Credited in Trance Mission Article

IN CONCERT: ANCIENT FUTURE - Fri. at 7 p.m. Free. Larkspur Landing Shopping 
Center, Larkspur. (415) 721-9935.
==================================================================
Trance Mission Running Smoothly

ACCORDING to the Trance Missionaries, it's no coincidence that their band should take
hold in the multiculturally conscious Bay Area, home to such other ethnic cross-
pollinating bands as Altazor, Ancient Future, D'Cuckoo, Full Moon Fair, Mango Jam, 
Pele Juju, and Third Ear.

"WE TRIED to pinpoint on a globe where our music comes from," says Stephen Kent, 
the didgeridoo player in Trance Mission, one of San Francisco's newest additions to the
burgeoning realm of world-music fusion. "We figure it must be an unnamed little island
in the Indian Ocean, somewhere between Africa and the Indian subcontinent."

It's di!cult to locate a hypothetical geographic hub for this quartet - whose members 
hail from England, Canada, New Hampshire and New York, by way of Uganda, Java, the
Australian outback and Carnegie Hall. And it's almost impossible to label the group's 
music, an improvisational amalgam of aboriginal drones, polyrhythmic percussion, 
chant-like vocals, and the looping, aerial acrobatics of clarinets, toy horns and Balinese 
flutes.

"In the world of the music business, where everything needs to be compartmentalized 
into whatever markets, it's very di!cult to think of us in any of those categories," says 
Kent, huddled in an apartment near Dolores Park with the other members of Trance 
Mission - clarinetist Beta Custer, percussionist John Loose, and "microchip and 
windmeister" Ken Newby. "I believe that can work to our advantage, because this music
can appeal to a very wide range of people.'

Trance Mission's debut CD, recorded at San Francisco's Mobius Music and produced 
by Oliver DiCicco, recently was released by San Francisco's City of Tribes Records, the 
ethnic ambient music flip side of Zoe Magik, a house and techno music label. There is a
perceived a!nity between Trance Mission's acoustic extrapolation of exotic 
international traditions and the frenetic synth-and-drum- machine-driven ecstasies of 
techno - one that will be underscored when City of Tribes releases a 12-inch dance disc
with Trance Mission performing two songs by Young American Primitive, backed with 
YAP doing techno versions of two Trance Mission pieces. Trance Mission also will be 
producing its own full-length video in a style Beta Custer calls "techno-wave 
psychedelic."

Ten years ago, it was fashionable to talk about the double-edged cerebral-and-visceral 
appeal of early world-beat experiments by Byrne and Eno and others - the way they 
stimulated both the brain and the booty. Trance Mission aims higher, according to Ken
Newby, who moved here from Vancouver last last spring to solidify the band's lineup, 
Trance Mission's founding aesthetic owes heavily to the cultures of India, Africa or 
Indonesia, where "those distinctions between mind and body don't hold. For them," 
Newby explains, "it's all just music, it's all one deep experience, a kind of holistic 
listening."

Download entire article:
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Pacific Sun

Greg Cahill

8/25/1993

World Fusion: East meets West with Ancient Future

"I wish the Sleeping Lady Cafe was still open," says Matthew Montfort, referring to the 
bygone Fairfax relic where Ancient Future played its first gig 15 years ago. "These days, 
there just aren't any venues for this kind of music in Marin."

The music in question is Ancient Future's unique blend of Western jazz, reggae, blues, 
folk and pop combined with the sounds of Asia, India, South America and Africa. Their
evocative world-fusion has earned this trendsetting Marin band critical acclaim and the
respect of leading musicians around the globe. The band has recorded with the likes of 
Indian tabla master Zakir Hussain and Indonesian percussionist Jai Uttal. Their sixth 
and most recent album, Asian Fusion (Narada Equinox), features Zhao Hui, China's 
preeminent master of the zither-like gu zheng, and Bui Huu Nhut of Vietnam, a leading
performer of the one-string dan bau.

"We had a good talent pool to work with in terms of guest artists," says Montfort, 35, a
University of Colorado music graduate who co-founded Ancient Future in 1978 while 
studying Indian music at the Ali Akbar College in San Rafael. "It's like a smorgasbord."
The material on Asian Fusion ranges from "Dusk Song of the Fisherman," an ancient 
Chinese composition from the Ching Dynasty, to a Vietnamese folk song set to a 
contemporary reggae beat.

For Montfort, the album is the culmination of a 20-year fascination with the exotic 
sounds of the world. Born in Denver and raised in Boulder, Colorado, he started playing
guitar at age 12. "I was really into Jimi Hendrix, Jimmy Page and all the rock 'n' roll 
heroes," he recalls. "After a year of that, I could do a fairly good job of imitating them 
and figured there must be more to music than what I knew."

He began studying jazz and classical guitar, fusing the various elements with rock 
music. When he heard fusion pioneer John McLaughlin's Mahavishnu Orchestra, with 
its Indian music styling, Montfort realized that he could incorporate the disparate styles
that had captured his imagination. "I figured there had to be some new ground to break
there," he says.

Ancient Future, co-founded with fellow Ali Akbar student Benjy Wertheimer, recorded a
prescient album of Indian and gamelan-influenced music that anticipated the world 
music explosion of the mid-eighties. The band has gone through several personnel 
changes over the years, while harboring a diverse roster of top-flight musicians. The 
current lineup includes violinist and guitarist Jim Hurley, who has toured with the 
Peking Opera and also plays with Dan Hicks and his Acoustic Warriors; keyboardist 
Doug McKeehan, an Indian music aficionado and co-founder of the New Age jazz group
Art Craft; and percussionist Ian Dogole, who plays everything from the bongos to 
Burmese temple drums.

"Obviously when you mix styles of music, some of it's going to work really well and 
some of it isn't," says Montfort, addressing the challenge of working with musicians 
from other lands. 'You've got to be able to figure out what's what. That's always a 
challenge. But to me, the process is a lot of fun. I think, historically, great music 
happens either by expanding a set of traditions or when two traditions collide. Then 
great things can happen."

Continued. Download entire article:
http://www.ancient-future.com/pdf/8_25_93_pacificsun_7_28_93.pdf
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Brian Soergel
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New Adult Contemporary

Although the San Francisco Bay-area based Windham Hill label is generally regarded as
the first successful New Age music recording company, there's no disputing Milwaukee-
based Narada's claim as the top New Age label today. While Windham Hill has 
diversified its musical selection, Narada, celebrating its 10th anniversary this year, has 
successfully clung to its roots. The label has four divisions: Narada Lotus (solo or 
ensemble settings): Narada Mystique (electronic and acoustic blending): Narada 
Equinox (light Jazz and vocals): and Narada Cinema.

Narada has also built a reputation on its fine collections. A current best-seller, Narada 
Decade, features two CDs and 32 songs. All the major artists are here, including David 
Lanz, whose "Cristofori's Dream" is one the most recognizable and beautiful piano 
works in the genre. Other artists include Spencer Brewer, Ancient Future, Michael 
Jones, David Arkenstone, Peter Bu!ett and Ralph Illenberger. This is a must-have for 
New Age fans and a great way to sample the musical styles of Narada artists.

At the same lime. one of Narada's top artists, keyboardist and synthesizer whiz David 
Arkenstone, has a new 17-song collection from his five albums, titled Chronicles. 
Arkenstone's works feature rich instrumentation and grand, sweeping moments that 
bring many works to fulfilling climaxes, including "Papillon (On The Wings of the 
Butterfly)." Especially compelling are Arkenstone's collaborations with guitarist Andrew
White.

Founded in 1979 by Matthew Montfort, who plays the scalloped fretboard guitar, 
Ancient Future uses "world fusion" to describe its sound, which is heard on Asian 
Fusion (Narada Equinox). Combining rhythms of Africa, Bali, India, the Middle East and
South America, this album presents a sound familiar to Western ears but jumping with 
far East sounds. So how did four white guys get interested in such exotic music? Why, 
from studies of Indian music at Ali Akbar College in San Rafael, California, of course. 
But what could have turned into a mess has instead led to national recognition.

Guest artists on Asian Fusion include Zhao Hui on gu zheng, a board zither (which 
sounds like a cross between the harp and banjo), and Bui Huu Nhut, a Vietnamese 
performer who performs on on the dan bau. The later consists of a single string  
stretched over a long box and attached to a tuning peg at one end and a flexible rod 
(which holds a resonating gourd) at the other. The resulting sound is a delight, as is the
whole album.

Other recent Narada releases include Celtic Odyssey, by various artists; pianist Wayne 
Gratz's Follow Me Home, Eric Tiigstad (guitar) and Nancy Rumbel's (oboe) Give And 
Take; and Peter Melnick's soundtrack to a PBS TV series, The Dinosaurs.

Although more closely associated with jazz, Oregon's 18th album, Always, Never, And 
Forever (Intuition), is reviewed here since the much-traveled group foresaw the New 
Age and world music fusion genres. Formed in 1970, three of the original members are
still here: Pail McCandless (reed, wind instruments), Ralph Towner (guitars, piano, 
synthesizer) and Glen Moore (boss, piano). With percussionist Trilok Gurtu, the quartet
plays more than 50 instruments on this work, which, alas defies description. Definitely 
not an easy-listening experience, this album presents stimulating and challenging 
acoustic fusion. Included is a remake of "Aurora" from Oregon's Distant Hills album.
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Un Mondo Senza Muri

Melodie invitanti ed ingegnose, registrazioni con echi di musiche da tutto il mondo, ricche di suoni 
acustici ed elettronici con notevoli influenze di musica etnica: gli Ancient Future trasmettono calore, 
armonia, pace interiore, grazie alla bellezza dei loro suoni e l'amore costante per le musiche indiane. Lo
stravagante chitarrista della band, Matthew Montfort, può essere considerato un esploratore. Cominciò
sua carriera studiando all'Università del Colorado, esplorando così generi musicali differenti dai suoi 
passati idoli, Jimi Hendrix, Led Zeppelin. Finito il periodo degli studi universitari, cominciò a sentire 
stretto il panorama artistico della sua terra natale ed intraprese nuovi orizzonti. Un viaggio in Indonesia
e Bali contribuì a modellare in maniera determinante lo stato d'animo di John, "in quei territori ho 
imparato molto riguardo i comportamenti della gente, ci sono varie culture differenti che coesistono in
maniera armonica". Più di dieci anni fa, quando Montfort e parecchi dei suoi colleghi cominciarono a 
combinare le tradizioni musicali antiche con le moderne tecnologie nessuno sapeva come definire il 
progetto finale. Gli Ancient Future scelsero il termine "world fusion music" da non confondere con la 
semplice fusion. L'espressività e la vitalità degli Ancient Future è pienamente espressa in alcuni dei loro
più recenti cd: Quiet Fire, ricco di melodie invitanti ed ingegnose, l'eccellente World Without Walls, In 
cui l'uso delle trame etniche offre spunti estremamente interessanti, grazie anche alla collaborazione del
violinista Jim Hurley, e Asian Fusion (da cui & tratto il brano Prelude, che presentiamo sul nostro 
sampler in conteporanea con la pubblicazione del cd in Italia) in cui il sintetizzatore e una ricca varietà 
di strumenti portano l'ascoltatore negli immensi territori indiani. Una musica senza frontiere che, 
mostrando la ricchezza e la profondità delle diverse tradizioni musicali e la possibilità di fonderle in un 
unicum discorsivo e gradevole, vuole rompere i muri tra la gente di qualsiasi razza, che aiuta ad essere 
più tolleranti gli uni con gli altri.

Melodies that are appealing and ingenious, recordings with echos of music from all over the world, rich
with acoustic and electric sounds with considerable ethnic musical influences: Ancient Future conveys 
warmth, harmony, and inner peace, thanks to the beauty of their sounds and their steady love for Indian
music. The eccentric guitarist of the band, Matthew Montfort, can be considered an explorer. He began 
his career studying at the University of Colorado, exploring musical heros different from his previous 
idols, Jimi Hendrix and Led Zeppelin. At the end of his period of university studies, he began to feel 
squeezed by the artistic panorama of his birth land and undertook new horizons. A journey in Indonesia
and Bali contributed to mold in a decisive manner a state of mind of John, "in those territories I learned
a lot of respect for the behaviors of the people, there are varied different cultures that coexist in a 
harmonious manner." More than ten years ago, when Montfort and several of his colleagues began to 
combine the ancient musical traditions with modern technologies, no one knew how to define the final 
project. Ancient Future chose the term "world fusion music" so as not to be confused with simple fusion.
The expressiveness and the vitality of Ancient Future is fully expressed in some of their most recent cds:
Quiet Fire, rich appealing and ingenious melodies, the excellent World Without Walls, in which the use 
of ethnic musical story lines offer extremely interesting points of departure, thanks also to the 
collaboration of violinist Jim Hurley, and Asian Fusion (from which I discuss the piece Prelude, which we
present on our contemporary sampler CD included with the publication in Italy) in which the synthesizer
and a rich variety of instruments carry the listener to boundless territories of India. A music without 
boundaries that, showing the riches and the depth of the different musical traditions and the possibility
of melting them in an agreeable Unicum (ed: a Hungarian herbal bitters) discourse, desires to break the
walls between the people of any race; that helps them be more tolerant in unity with each other.

Download article in English and original Italian:
http://www.ancient-future.com/pdf/93suono.pdf
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World-Class Sounds: Ancient Future in WOMAD Article

Today, there are quite a few Bay Area musicians who push the envelope. Peter 
Apfelbaum's East West jazz fusion group the Hieroglyphics Ensemble, Ancient Future 
and its new-age/Asian melange and the 10-woman Eastern Europe- an folk choir 
Kitka leap to mind.

World-Class Sounds
Peter Gabriel headlines global WOMAD festival

ROLL OVER Beethoven, and tell Beavis and Butt- Head, Casey Kasem and everybody at 
the Grand 0l' Opry the news. There's a whole world of music out there that has nothing
to do with grunge rock, heavy-metal power ballads, or country music. This is not to 
suggest that all Western pop is creatively bankrupt, but rather to glory in blasts of fresh
sound from foreign lands.

It's African high life and Jamaican reggae; it's ma and calypso from the Caribbean and 
samba from Brazil; it's Bulgarian folk music and traditional Celtic lamentation; it's a 
flamenco from Spain and a raga from India. Occasionally, it will sneak up the American
charts in one form or another, usually Caribbean, sometimes watered-down. But up 
until now, it's been considered a novelty on our shores by all but a handful of open-
minded pan-cultural fete.

It's world music - the melodies and rhythms that make our brothers and sisters in other
lands dance, sing, exult, cry and ponder. When it's done right, no translation is 
necessary.

Next Sunday afternoon, the Bay Area will get a good dose of myriad sounds from all 
points on the globe when the touring WOMAD festival - headlining British rock star 
Peter Gabriel -sets up in Golden Gate Park for a noon to 5 p.m. concert, with music and
dance workshops and interactive computer exhibits. Cost is $10; kids under 12 are free.

This is the local stop on the first North American tour assembled by WOMAD (World of
Music, Arts and Dance) - a nonprofit organization established in England during the 
early '80s and dedicated to fostering awareness of traditional and contemporary 
international art and culture in all of its diversity and magnificence.

WOMAD is a pet project for Gabriel, who has dipped into Third World rhythms and 
styles freely throughout his recording career (his duets with Senegalese pop singer 
Youssou N'Dour on "Shaking the Tree" and "In Your Eyes," the African folk influence on
"Biko," etc.).

Although the first WOMAD show in 1982 (conceived by Gabriel with journalist Thomas
Brooman) was a financial failure, the organization retrenched and bounced back during
the past decade to present a series of concerts at more than 60 locales in 19 countries.
Musicians from approximately 90 nations have taken the stage under the WOMAD 
banner.

Download entire article:
http://www.ancient=future.com/pdf/9_12_93sfchronpink.pdf
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Music and Audio Reviews: WORLD MUSIC

66 NAPRA TRADE JOURNAL/FALL 1993

Music and Audio Reviews
Reviewed by Carol Wright, Spirit Eagle, and Sandy Anderson

WORLD MUSIC

ASIAN FUSION  by Ancient Future.
Narada Equinox.

Let your ears get Eastern on this exotic release from Ancient Future blending jazz with 
the Orient. Cuts include a melancholy koto prelude in the Japanese mode, music 
evoking the traders' Silk Road, the mysticism of the Sufis, the courts of China, the folk 
villages of Japan and Vietnam, the shadow puppets of Indonesia, and the festivals of 
Tibet. Several guest artists add elegant authenticity to the album, including Zhao Hhui,
principal gu zheng soloist for the Chinese Opera (considered a "national treasure") Bui
Huu Nhut on the Vietnamese one-stringed dan bau, and Emam  on tabla. -CW

==================================================================

ABA ISSUE
NAPRA TRADE JOURNAL
SPRING 1993

NARADA
A DECADE OF MUSIC
10
A WORLD OF
DIFFERENCE

NEW SPRING TITLES INCLUDE

ASIAN FUSION
Ancient Future
Accessible world music. An intriguing mix of East and West.
63023

CELEBRATING THE FIRST 10 YEARS
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ASIAN FUSION

ASIAN FUSION
Ancient Future
Narada Equinox ND-63023

Many musicians have used the traditional music of other cultures as a source of 
Inspiration; few have done so well as the group Ancient Future. Band leader Matthew 
Montfort and company, plus associated guest artists, have combined the instruments, 
rhythms, and melodies of Asia with guitars, bass, percussion, and violin, to produce 
and exciting mix of Asian fusion. This is World Beat music at its best; soaring melodies
and percolating rhythms delivered with a sense of tradition and originality.
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ANCIENT FUTURE "Asian Fusion"

Ancient Future blends exotic traditions of the East with a contemporary fusion/synthesis
of the West in their intriguing original material in their latest cross-cultural release. 
Instruments from the Orient such as the Gu Zheng, Kokyu or tabla, join piano, synth, 
bass, violin and the many guitars of group leader Matthew Montfort. This eclectic blend
traverses boundaries like a musical travelogue, as it spans the expanses of Asia, from 
the Silk Road to the Spice Islands & the Himalayas. Their "world diary" of musical styles
encompasses elements as diverse as reggae rhythms and Qawwali, the Sufi devotional 
form of music popular in India & Pakistan.

ACCESS INFORMATION:
These reviews are in the latest HEARTBEATS Catalog, produced & edited by Lloyd Barde
of BACKROADS Music. BACKROADS can supply these recordings and 100's of other 
titles of New Age, World Music, Spacemusic, etc. The latest HEARTBEATS Catalog 
isavailable, FREE BY REQUEST. Call (415) 924-4848.
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Just Like Novacain

SECRET GUIDE TO MUSIC
Peterborough, NH
Bi-monthly 20,000
Oct-Nov. 1993

10 10 5

Ancient Future: Asian Fusion Narada 63023; 53:48]

Who'd have thought that this CD would be the one to take my notoriety as a dentist up
a notch among my peers? It's such a great combination - Asian percussion and string 
instruments playing folk songs in contemporary fusion/new age arrangements. I played
this CD over my o!ce audio system, and it was just like Novocain. The patients love it! I
can go right in and fill their cavities, yank their wisdom teeth, drain gum abscesses, 
whatever, when they go into their open-but-very-distant-eyed, pu"ed-cheek trance upon
hearing this stu". It saves on anesthetic bills, it's quicker than conventional local 
injections, and it even got the folks at ACME Dental College interested in the procedure
- they've commissioned a 10-person team to observe my work, research the e"ects of 
Ancient Future, and they'll even let me present their report at the D.D.S. national 
convention in Butte, MT, next year! Though there's many di"erent musical styles 
represented on the 54-minute set, the one that works best for my patients is "Ja Nam," a
very popular Vietnamese folk song set to a gentle reggae beat. Great, authentic 
performances from Chinese board zither performer Zhao Hui and Bui Huu Nhut, whose
dan ban (single-string Vietnamese instrument) plucking adds color and resonance to 
already beautiful songs. -Bi" Mockowski, D.D.S.
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We're all normal and we want our freedom

Solipsistic Colloquialisms of the Hypervoid
record reviews by Michael Bloom

We're all normal and we want our freedom

+ ANCIENT FUTURE: Asian Fusion (Narada Equinox) This record came about because
Ancient Future's main composer, guitarist Matthew Montfort, began to collaborate with
Zhao Hui, a master performer on a Chinese board zither called the gu zheng. Like its 
Japanese descendant the koto, the gu zheng has a delicate, ethereal timbre, and a 
skilled player can both bend notes and play shimmering harplike glissandi. "The Dusk 
Song of the Fisherman" is a charming, plaintive tune from the Ching dynasty, on which
Montfort's scalloped fretboard guitar wraps itself around the zither. I find that I prefer 
the more exotic scales of the other Asian cultures this record invokes; my pick to click is
"Sunda Straits," written by violinist Jim Hurley, which harmonizes a West Javanese 
pelog scale. (1845 N Farwell Ave, Milwaukee Wl 53202)
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Ancient Future absorbs Asian sounds

Ancient Future absorbs Asian sounds;
plus One, Gandatf; Heldon reissued

CONTEMPORARY INSTRUMENTAL

Many artists have been running toward world music, trying to inject new life into their 
compositions. For most, if s a superficial exercise; but for Ancient Future, it's at the core
of what this band has been doing since the late '70s. Asian Fusion (Narada Equinox), 
the group's latest release, extends its Indian-derived fusion to the world of Asia and 
beyond. This isn't just a matter of tossing in some pentatonic scales and a shakuhachi 
sample. Founder Matthew Montfort painstakenly weaves into the music traditional 
instruments such as the gu cheng, a Chinese zither, and the dan bau, a Vietnamese 
single-stringed gourd instrument. And the band traverses this fusion terrain with deft 
arrangements and beautifully wrought interplay, from introspective duets to the reggae
of "Ja Nam." Ancient Future occasionally falls on the spikes of Asian cliche, but through
it all, maintains its gift for intricate melody and textured percussion. Montfort's 
scalloped fretboard guitar lines are wonders of ornamental design, while Ian Dogole 
brings a world of percussive colors from Africa and South America.

Tino Izzo seems like an exotic enough name, but he's decided to record as "One" on his
debut album, Blue Desires (Chacra), a lush session of guitar instrumentals. Izzo is a 
formidable player, flying o! with fleet-fingered acoustic runs one moment, and laconic,
Knopfleresque melodies the next. Blue Desires starts out as a sophisticated, 
atmospherically framed fusion album, yet Izzo stretches out more and more with each 
track until the second half is full of open spaces and orchestral layers of guitar melody.
A pioneer of instrumental guitar music is former Genesis stringman Steve Hackett. His
blistering sustained lines are instantly recognizable on the latest by Austrian 
keyboardist/guitarist Gandalf, Galley of Dreams (Eurock). Gandalf (Heinz Werner 
Strobel), a synthesist in the grand orchestral school of Vangelis, has been leaning closer
to Yanni's saccharine sound in recent years. But Hackett adds a cutting edge to this 
music, albeit one of bombastic crescendos. Gandalf has always incorporated sword-
and-sorcery imagery into his repertoire, creating symphonic grandeur that's sometimes
inspired, sometimes like a bad costume movie.

At the opposite end of the fantasy spectrum is Heldon, a French band which draws its 
imagery from a technologically malignant future. Originally released as an obscure 
import in 1979, Stand By (Cuneiform) is a blistering assault, right from the opening 
acid-blues guitar and sequencers of the title track. The 22-minute epic, "Bolero," is a 
techno-rave journey of churning sequencers and fuzz-tone furry. Helmed by French 
guitarist Richard Pinhas, Heldon struts through the psyche of technological alienation 
with a mixture of glee and paranoia. Gurgling sequencers and juggernaut drums frame
Pinhas' Jimi Hendrix-siphoned-through-Robert Fripp guitar pyrotechnics. While Stand 
By is certainly the best record in Cuneiform's Heldon/Pinhas reissue series, (which also
includes It's Always Rock and Roll/ Electronique Guerilla), Heldon's music is always an
adventure, and usually a harrowing one.

John Diliberto is the host and producer of Echoes, a daily music soundscape syndicated
nationally by American Public Radio.
98 • PULSE! NOVEMBER 1993
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Music by PJ Birosik

Asian Fusion by Ancient Future
(Narada)

Ever since coining the term "world fusion music," this innovative ensemble has been 
successfully blending the exotic instruments and sound forms of the East with more 
familiar Western styles. Here, one is enthralled by a Sufi-influenced devotional form 
popular in Pakistan done on African talking drum, American Indian frame drum, violin,
and steel-string guitar; an impressionistic, jazz tinged number featuring flamenco 
guitar, Nepali drums and mandolin is performed in a Japanese mode; and an 
instrumental version of a Vietnamese folk tune led by guest artist Bui Huu Nhut on the
one-stringed dan bau. Another stellar guest performer, board zitherist Zhao Hui 
(considered a "national treasure" in China), adds authentic flavoring on several tracks. 
The group's enthusiasm for indigenous musical elements is outweighed only by their 
amazing talent to present same within a pleasing contemporary framework. This is 
inspired work by peerless performers.

November/December 1993
pg 70
Body Mind & Spirit
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Contemporary Currents

Asian Fusion is the self-described  "world fusion music" quartet of guitarist Matthew 
Montfort, violinist Jim Hurley, keyboardist Doug McKeehan and percussionist Ian 
Dogole. For Ancient Future (Narada Equinox ND- 63023; 53:43), the foursome is 
augmented by Zhao Hui on gu zheng (a zither-like forerunner of the koto), Bui Huu 
Njut on don bau (a single-stringed Vietnamese instrument), tabla-ist Emam, 
bassist/flutist Bill Douglas, fiddler Eric Colub and drummer Jack Dorsey. The project, a
musical travelogue spanning Asia as comprehensively as Lowell Thomas did decades 
ago for the March of Time, is a compelling melange of exotic pastels with titles such as
"The Trader," "The Empress" and "The Dusk Song of the Fisherman." The playing is 
sincere, with sublime ethereality but little in the way of Western rhythmic intensity. Still,
a winning combination especially for aficionados of Pacific Rim currents.
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Top 10 List
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The Top 10 List 1993

Picking the best 10 releases of the past year is nearly impossible when we've heard 
hundreds of records, some great, some forgettable. Here are our columnists' and 
editors' selections as the creme de la creme of 1993.

Contemporary Instrumental

1. Trisan – Trisan (Real World/Caroline). A merging of Celtic and Asian music with 
Clannad's Pol Brennen unifying the percussion of Joji Hirota and flutes of Guo Yue.
2. Forgotten Gods – Suspended Memories (Hearts of Space). Steve Roach, Jorge Reyes
and Suso Saiz in a communion of modern technology and ancient primal instruments.
3. Weaving My Ancestors Voices – Sheila Chandra (Real World/Caroline). Ancient voices
of the world from India to Ireland emerge from the throat of Sheila Chandra, singing her
meditations over layered tamboura and guitar drones.
4. Asian Fusion – Ancient Future (Narada). Another album of East/West melodies, this 
time using plucked string instruments from Vietnam and China.
5. Ekstasis – Nick Skopelitis (Axiom). Burning techno-world fusion mixed in a cauldron
of Skopelitis' mutant guitar and Bill Laswell's psychedelic production.
6. Enn – Hiroki Okano (Innovative Communications). A meticulously crafted album of 
synthesizers and Japanese winds, strings and percussion.
7. Into the Labyrinth – Dead Can Dance (4AD). An intersection between the ancient and
the present with Lisa Gerrard's haunting, otherworldly vocals coupled with sampled 
percussion and instrumental exotica.
8. Moon Shines at Night – Djivan Gasparyan (Gyroscope). This is the sound that 
seduced Peter Gabriel, and you'll hear why on this disc of Armenian doudouk melodies.
9. Blue Desires  – One (Chacra). One is Tino Izzo, a formidable guitarist whose 
sophisticated fusion veers from fleet fingered acoustic runs to laconic, Knopfleresque 
melodies
10. Stand By – Heldon (Cuneiform). First released in '79, this blistering Cyber-space 
journey presages today's techno-rave music, but with substantially more soul.

– John Diliberto
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Dreams Word

Ben Kettlewell

12/21/1993

ANCIENT FUTURE "Asian Fusion" (Narada Eqinox ND 63023 )

One of the first groups to become involved in cross-cultural music forms, Ancient 
Future has been producing high-caliber "world music" since the late 70's. This new 
release intermingles cultural influences from Bali, Africa, India, Southeast Asia, and 
China into 12 captivating, imaginative compositions. Using a broad palette of 
indigenous musical elements representing Asia's diverse cultures, Matthew Montfort 
and company have successfully blended the exotic timbres of the East with the more 
contemporary sounds of the West. They were fortunate in having some internationally 
renowned guest musicians featured on this album. Zhao Hui is reknowned as China's 
premier performer on the gu zheng, a board zither which is the predecessor of the 
Japanese koto. Bui Huu Nhut, a native of Saigon who moved to the states in 1989, 
performs on the dan-bau, a single string stretched over a long box. Also joining the core
group on this album are Emam, an Iranian native performing on tablas, Bill Douglass 
on bass and flute, Eric Gotub on violin and viola, and Jack Dorsey on drums. Songs like
"Prelude," "Morning Sung," "The Dusk song of the Fishermen," and "The Empress" 
have a simple pristine quality reflecting the unadorned elements of Asian music. Other
compositions like "Bookenka", "The Trader", "Ja Nam," and "Ladakh" feature the full 
ensemble with guitars, synths, lots of percussion, and ethic instruments to create a 
fusion of folk, jazz, and world-beat music. The guest musicians virtuoso performances 
add a great melodic depth to this Asian inspired album. Highly recommended. Available
from better retail outlets and most mail-order services. - Ben Kettlewell, Dreams Word, 
Issue #15, Winter 1993

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ben Kettlewell
PO Box 1205
Provincetown, MA.
02657-1 161
USA

October 10,1993

Matthew Montfort/Ancient Future
P.O.Box 264
Kenifield, CA 94914-0264

Dear Matthew,

Enclosed is a review on your release "Asian Fusion" (see enclosed review) for 
DREAMSWORD, (# 15). The review will also be in the next issue of "i/e, The Magazine 
of Progressive and Electronic Music (# 5 issue) time permitting. I hope that you like the
review and feel free to use it in any way for promotional purposes. I will send you 
tearsheets from the magazines also, as soon as they are published.

Thanks, I hope to hear from you soon.

Best regards,

Ben Kettlewell
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Zenith: Electronic Music Magazine

Steve Roberts

1/1/1994

Reviews

ANCIENT FUTURE
ASIAN FUSION

COMPACT DISC / NARADA EQUINOX ND-63023

(TOTAL 53:43) 1. Prelude (1:O9) 2. Bookenka (The Adventurer) (5:18) 3. The Trader 
(4:10) 4. Mezgoof (6:20) 5. The Empress (5:28) 6. Ja Nam (3:53) 7. Sunda Straits (4:26)
8. Morning Sung (2:48) 9. Sumbatico (6:03) 10. The Dusk Song of The Fisherman (5:59)
11. Ladakh (4:22) 12. Garuda (3:18)

The rather uninviting cover for Ancient Future states that we have an 'Asian Fusion' and
I have to say that my expectations were not very high. With predictable and cliched ideas
of Indian restaurant music and tablas I played the disc and was greatly surprised with 
the quality of the music and the musicianship. "Asian Fusion is a musical travelogue 
spanning the vast geographic and cultural  expanse of Asia ..." so the sleeve notes 
declare, "using a broad assortment of indigenous musical elements ... Ancient Future 
has blended the exotic sounds of the East with the contemporary sounds of the West".

Certainly a bewildering variety of instruments are used by the group and the guest 
musicians but it is the compositions which make this a fine record - and a surprisingly 
accessible one. Eastern influences have long been a feature of rock and pop as well as 
EM, and this particular marriage may well do for Asian music what Incantation did for 
the music of the Andes. It certainly deserves it. @@@@ (SR)
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Dirty Linen

Ivan Emke

2/1/1994

Ancient Future Asian Fusion [Narada Equinox ND-63023(1993)]

For 15 years, Ancient Future has been boldly presenting their jazz-saturated versions of 
traditional musics. On this, their sixth album, they focus on traditional Asian musical 
forms. A highlight is the playing of Zhao Hui, one of China's most accomplished 
masters of the gu zheng (a board zither), who graces several tracks with her gentle but 
skilled touch. And "Ja Nam," a reggae version of a Vietnamese folk song, features Bui 
Huu Nhut on a traditional one-string Vietnamese instrument. While the intricate 
rhythms might require several listenings before the Western ear can follow them, each 
time through will reveal some new wrinkle to the music. As World Music ambassadors 
to the New Age, Ancient Future continues to celebrate cultural exchange. This release is
well within that tradition. (IE)
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The Ethiopian Mirror

Reviews

2/1/1994

Ancient Future "Asian Fusion" (Narada)

Regarded as one of the most exotic, and avant garde groups, world music trendsetters,
Ancient Future celebrated their 15th year anniversary by releasing their most acclaimed
musical project so far. Their latest release entitled "Asian Fusion," was selected as the 
No. 4 album in 1993 and many in the music industry have honored the album as one of
the year's Top 10 Contemporary Instrumental albums. Following the group's tradition of
adding masters of international music in their recordings, this album features a number
of guest musicians. The most prominent guest is Zhao Hui, a renowned Chinese artist 
regarded as a national treasure of China now living in the United States, handling the gu
zheng, a zither like Chinese instrument. "Asian Fusion" has tracks that incorporate 
ancient musical traditions with contemporary instrumentation and Eastern, Western 
and African musical influences. One can say it is the music of the future: music without
borders.
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Flagpole

Hillery Meister

2/2/1994

WORLD BEAT • MUSIC OF THE SPHERE (Debut of Column!)

In this column, we'll make an attempt to explore a world of music that has been slowly making headway 
into the American mainstream consciousness. We have touched on this form occasionally in Ear Wax 
Facts with reviews of world music artists - everybody from Peter Gabriel (whom you know) to Boukman 
Eksperyans, a Haitian collective playing 'rara rock.'

There are many forms of music outside our typical American diets of rock, country, rap, jazz, etc. It's 
time to loosen the palate and try something a bit more exotic for a change. There are also instruments 
like the gu zheng, a Chinese zither-like instrument used in the below album review, or the digeridoo used
in everything from Hothouse Flowers and the Levellers recordings to Lights in a Fat City. There are 
specialty labels (hat are bringing world music closer to he American record buying public such as 
Narada, Hearts of Space and Gabriel's Real World. From time to time in this space we'll listen to this 
world music, and here goes.

Ancient Future: Asian Fusion / Narada

One thing Peter Gabriel did for me was turn me on to the sounds of Indian musical masters - Indian 
violin playing, tablas and the sonic scales explored. Here on Ancient Future's next release (they have God
knows how many - they've been around since 1979), they explore Asian forms of music fusing Western 
instrumentals and rhythms with the Asian melodic sounds of various ethnic instruments. Renowned 
Chinese musician Zhao Hui (pronounced "jao way' - she's considered to be a 'national treasure" of 
China, but she now lives in the U.S.) plays gu zheng, an instrument that precedes the Japanese koto. She
was the principal soloist for the China Opera and Dance Drama House.

There's also guest musician Bui Huu Nhut (pronounced buoy who nyoot), who plays on the dan bau, a 
Vietnamese instrument with a 'single string stretched over a long box, attached to a tuning peg at one 
end, and to a flexible rod (which holds a resonating gourd) at the other. Its sound is said to 'find its way 
into the secret places of the soul.' There's also Emam from Iran on tablas, Bill Douglas Ion bass and 
flute), who has performed traditional Chinese music for 20 years. Eric Golub plays kokyu, a three-string 
Japanese fiddle, as well as Chinese fiddles, violin and viola. He's also toured with the Beijing Opera and 
is "skilled in North Indian, West Javanese and Balkan gypsy idioms.' Jack Dorsey plays drums.

Liner notes in the album call Ancient Future a 'musical travelogue spanning the vast geographic and  
cultural expanse of Asia, from the Silk Road to the Spice Islands; from the Himalayas to the Forbidden 
City of ancient Peking.' The  band coined the term "world fusion music," so it is only fitting to begin with
them in this first column. Their idea of world fusion music is to combine Indian, African, Balinese and 
other ethnic and cultural musical forms 'within a contemporary framework.'

Founding member Matthew Montfort originally became intrigued by Indian classical music while in 
college. He travelled and studied in Indonesia, Bali, China and eventually published a textbook on 
African, Balinese and Indian rhythmic traditions entitled Ancient Traditions - Future Possibilities. Jim 
Hurley (on violins) has played with Montfort on the last several albums as well as Doug McKeehan on 
keyboards, Ian Dogole on percussion, and the indigenous musicians.

Each of the 12 tracks on Asian Fusion is detailed a bit, explaining the instrumentation used from 
Montfort's classical Indian scalloped fretboard guitar to Dogole's use of the dholak, a North Indian 
barrel drum. Some tracks are explained musically, such as 'Bookenka (the Adventurer)' which is 
described as combining 'a Japanese mode with elements of jazz to create an impressionistic journey of 
adventure and discovery' to recreating folk traditional elements within the musical fabric.

Asian Fusion is a luscious, full-bodied album and one that will indeed send you to the nether parts of the
globe.
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Music Listings/Weekender

2/6/1994

Past meets present via Future

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TO THE DAY, the group Ancient Future - the godfather of the 
world music movement - performed its debut concert to a packed house at the Sleeping
Lady Cafe in Fairfax. This Friday, the group will play in that exact spot, now Dance 
Theatre Seven, 56 Bolinas Road. Tickets are $10 and only available at the door. Those in
the know will bring a pillow to sit on.
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Gazette

North Bay Spotlight

2/9/1994

Ancient Future returns for 15th anniversary concert

On February 11, 1979 Ancient Future performed its debut concert at the Sleeping Lady 
Cafe in Fairfax to a packed house. On February 11, 1994 Ancient Future will return to the
site of the now defunct Sleeping Lady Cafe which has been converted to a dance concert
studio called Dance Theatre Seven, 56 Bolinas Road in Fairfax. Three other 15th 
anniversary concerts follow it around the San Francisco Bay Area. Tickets for the 
anniversary concert at the Dance Theatre Seven are $10. You are advised to bring a 
pillow to sit on. For information call (415) 459-1892.

Ancient Future will appear at the Freight and Salvage in Berkeley on February 18; Village
Theatre in Danville on February 19; and Embarcadero Center Cabaret in San Francisco 
on March 10. Ancient Future's first nationally distributed release was Natural Rhythms 
(Philo 9006). Originally released in 1981, Natural Rhythms foreshadowed the world 
music movement as one of the first albums to convincingly blend Eastern and Western
music for which it won N.A.I.R.D. "Indie" Awards in World Music and Album Cover 
Design. It will be released on CD in the United States by Philo/Rounder Records in 
February to commemorate 15 years of Ancient Future history.

Ancient Future will also be showcasing material from their sixth CD, Asian Fusion 
(Narada Equinox ND-63023), a musical travelogue spanning the vast geographic and 
cultural expanse of Asia showcasing some of the top performers in the Asian music field
including Zhao Hui, China's preeminent master of the Chinese koto and Bui Huu Nhut,
a leading performer of the Vietnamese dan bau (a one string instrument).
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Contra Costa Times

Roberta Seabury

2/11/1994

Future's vision reaches far and wide

Special to the Times

MATTHEW MONTFORT, Jim Hurley, Doug Mceehan and Ian Dogole are Ancient 
Future, a fusion group that gathers its musical inspiration from many cultures.

Future's vision reaches far and wide
By ROBERTA SEABURY
Sta! writer

The fusion group Ancient Future gathers inspiration from around the world. Asian, 
Indian and island cultures provide rhythms and instruments to be molded, formed and 
fused by the band's leader, Matthew Montfort.

Listen carefully and there is a bit of Debussy, Chopin, Mozart, Grateful Dead and Led 
Zeppelin judiciously inserted. The group will appear Feb. 19 in Danville.

"We don't play much 'world music,' a category now found in record stores," Montfort 
said. "Our world fusion music grew out of world music."

World music is performed in traditional style by an ensemble: for example, an Irish band
playing a Scott Joplin rag, World fusion music is music from various cultures 
assimilated into one piece using many instruments from as many cultures.

Montfort designed and plays the scalloped fretboard guitar, an instrument combining 
qualities of the South Indian vina and the steel string guitar. Currently, he teaches at 
Blue Bear School of Music at Fort Mason in San Francisco.

The group has five recordings and will re-release a 1980 album, "Natural Rhythms," on 
compact disc.' Much of the music for their Danville concert will come from the newest 
recording, "Asian Fusion."

"It's a fine title, as long as you don't have to say, 'Asian Fusion by Ancient Future,' " 
Montfort said, laughing.

Others in the band are Jim Hurley, Doug McKeehan and Ian Dogole. Hurley's primary 
instruments are acoustic violin and guitar. McKeehan is keyboardist and a student of 
Indian classical music. Percussionist Dogole is a multi-instrumentalist, including the 
African talking drum, bongos and Burmese temple drums.

Concert Preview
Who: Ancient Future
Where: Village Theatre, 233 Front St., Danville
When: 8 p.m. Feb. 19
How much: $12 reserved cafe table seating, $10 general, $7 seniors and youth
Call: 820-2651
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Dave Becker

2/17/1994

Ancient Future blends sounds, styles from around the world

WHEN Matthew Montfort and his friends started performing under the moniker Ancient Future 15 years
ago, there was no such thing as "world music." The average record store had a few dusty LPs of 
international folk music on the most remote shelf, but it was still years before Paul Simon's "Graceland"
encouraged an ever-growing stream of artists to freely blend styles from across the globe.

Montfort, who performs with the latest version of Ancient Future on Friday in Berkeley and Saturday in 
Danville, said he didn't have any grand cross-cultural crusade in mind when he started the group. He 
just wanted to utilize the music that had fascinated him for years.

"It was tough at first to explain to people what we wanted to do," says the guitarist. "We coined the term
'world fusion' because it seemed to sum up what we were doing. Basically, the overall theme is to blend
styles from around the world with jazz and pop themes." The group's name is a reflection of that goal, 
Montfort adds."It refers to the idea that we're taking elements from ancient cultures and putting them 
together in new ways," he says.

At first, Montfort's interests centered on Indian classical music. A student of jazz and classical music, 
Montfort's sensibilities underwent a drastic change when a friend convinced him to take a few classes at
the Ali Akbar College of Music in San Rafael, the city where he eventually settled. The Colorado native 
was instantly hooked on the exotic instruments and rhythms of Indian classical music, and he has been a
global explorer (and San Rafael resident) ever since.

After a few years and a couple of albums, Montfort's interests shifted to Balinese gamelan music. Lately,
he's been fascinated by Asian music. The exotic sounds of the Chinese gu zheng and Vietnamese dan 
bau are at the heart of the group's latest album, "Asian Fusion" (Narada), and its current concerts.

"There's a heavy Asian element now, but I'm sure we'll be going in different directions in the future," the
performer says. "It looks like there'll be some significant Middle Eastern influence and a more obvious 
rock component on the next album." All that musical traveling has meant a lot of practicing for Montfort,
who has branched out from the guitar to tackle a global array of stringed instruments. "I've spent an 
awful lot of time learning new instruments, but I've enjoyed it tremendously," he says. "Besides, it's not
as hard as it might sound. There are certain kinds of music that are so complex and rhythmically 
challenging that If you can play that, you can do just about anything. Indian music is one of those, so I 
started out with a great foundation."

The ever-shifting focus of Ancient Future has also meant steady changes in personnel. The current line-
up includes Doug McKeehan on keyboards, Jim Hurley on violin and Ian Dogole on percussion. Montfort
is the only original member still with the group, something he doesn't regret.

"I used to feel a need to keep the group as stable as I could, but at this point, I feel change is a positive 
thing," Montfort says. "We all learn from each other, and the new people bring in fresh ideas and 
perspectives. It keeps it from getting stale."

Montfort adds that he's familiar with the charges of "musical tourism" and "cultural imperialism" purists
have leveled at his kind of cross-cultural experimentation. He remains unswayed.

"What I believe is that it's one world," he says. "Western culture is permeating all over, so I think it's 
good for a little non- Western culture to permeate into this country. "Overall, I don't feel that anything 
I'm doing goes against the idea of preserving the musical traditions of these cultures. I think those 
traditions are important and should be looked after. At the same time, music has to relate to what's 
happening in its times. There's room for both."
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Body Mind Spirit

Michael Diamond

3/1/1994

Music Reviews

Asian Fusion, Ancient Future, (Narada Records).

Ancient Future has always been a group that has blended various ethnic influences into
their sound, which they call "world fusion music." Their latest e!ort, as the title implies,
incorporates the diverse and exotic sounds of the Asian continent with guitars, bass, 
violin, and a wide variety of percussion from around the world. The album features 
guest performances by renowned instrumentalists from China and Viet Nam, one of 
whom plays a haunting single-string instrument whose sound is said to "find its way 
into the secret places of the soul."
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Green Egg Magazine

Diane Darling

3/21/1994

Music to Make Love By

This is music for the Dance of Love, orchestrated in a knotwork of ancient modalities 
played on space violins and instruments manufactured by insects. The best of these 
pieces play your chakras the way a lover who really knows and cares plays your 
erogenous zones. All have an essential quality of unobtrusiveness, allowing the 
subjective experience of the music to fade in and out as more immediate and 
compelling sensory events arise and engage the conscious mind. This music can be the
soundtrack to ...

... a quiet, simple dinner together. .. drinking the last of the wine and thinking of 
chocolate and body heat ...

World Without Walls
by Ancient Future (1990, Sona Gaia, 1845 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, WI 53202)

World Without Walls opens with "Lakshmi Rocks Me." Composer Jim Hurley's violin 
leads before a very fast, high tabla played by master drummer Zakir Hussain. Matthew
Montfort plays a sweet, Southern electric guitar on "Dance of the Rainforest." The 
watery feeling winds out to an Allman Brothers-like easy landing. Montfort joins 
Hussain on "14 Steps" with pensive ruminations on his lovely scalloped fretboard 
guitar. With Hurley on acoustic violin, they play a dynamic, perfectly entrained 
tabla/guitar/violin raga-jam, linked note for note until the violin takes o! wailing against
the backdrop of Bill Douglass' soothing acoustic bass line. On "Indra's Net" Doug 
McKeehan's gentle synthesizer and piano paint stars across the blackness of the 
acoustic bass, while composer Hurley's violin streaks the sky.

... when words are caresses and touching is an act of fathomless intimacy.. . only music
lies between, thick with wonder ... eyes meet and embrace and time passes slowly ...

Asian Fusion
by Ancient Future (1993, Narada Equinox)

Asian Fusion features Zhao Hui, on the gu zheng, similar to a zither. The album opens
with a haunting and simple "Prelude," with the gu zheng's disciplined, rounded 
contours and Montfort's ebullient guitar. On "Bookenka" McKeehan's keyboard leads 
into violin intrigues, dusted with percussive whispers and footfalls, wrapped in the silky
strings of Hui. "Mezgoof" is a composition based on Sufi devotional music by 
percussionist Ian Dogole; who plays a marvelous variety of rare instruments on both 
albums. Its trancelike bottom end supports the synthesizer's ecstatic dancing motif; the
talking drum picks up intensity as the electric guitar tells stories late into the night.

Ancient Future heads East into a fusion of Chinese, Japanese and Indian elements in 
"The Empress," a contemporary expression of the musical influences of Japan's Nara 
period. A reggae version of a Vietnamese folk song features the one-stringed dan-bau, 
played by Bui Huu Nhut. "Morning Song," is a misty, e!ervescent improvisational duet
between Dogole on talking drum and Douglass on Chinese flute. My favorite is 
"Sumbatico," where Burmese gongs lead into the fairy world of Indonesian shadow 
puppets, and the acoustic bass gives a darkling jazzy background to the violin's script.

... the heart fills and swells when Loves' eyes paint with a timeless brush ... and Love's 
eyes are the fingers and tongues, the salty swelling yoni, the hungry mouth and the 
sweetly urgent lingam ....
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Brenda You

3/24/1994

Ancient Future: Asian Fusion  **** (Excellent)

Ancient Future/Asian Future
(Narada) * * * *
This compilation of 12 songs influenced by the Far East has all the sweeping impact of 
epic movies such as "The Last Emperor." From the gentle rain of the Japanese-
influenced "Bookenka (The Adventurer)" to the delicate guitar and gu zheng (Chinese 
board zither) on "The Empress," each song is lush and wonderfully exotic. While some
of the Indian-influenced tracks, such as "Mezgoof," are less dreamy, the composers- all
Americans- were able to bring a cliche-free Asian influence to their music. Guest work by
famed Chinese gu zheng player Zhao Hui and flutist Bill Douglass is inspired as well.
- Brenda You

Ratings: Excellent **** Good *** Fair * * Poor *
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Andy Widders-Ellis
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Picks

•Ancient Future, Asian Fusion, Narada Equinox (1845 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, Wl 
53202):

Northern California's self-proclaimed "world fusion" band do more than simply throw 
together players and instruments from East and West. They rebuild at the sub-molecular
level, pureeing the varied melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic idioms into tuneful, 
somewhat new-agey compositions. Leader Matthew Montfort conjures lovely Asian 
zither-like inflections with a scalloped fretboard guitar.
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"Asian Fusion"  A-1

Narada Equinox – "Asian Fusion," the wonderful world music of Ancient Future, 
contemporary sounds on such instruments as gu zheng, a zither-like musicmaker from
China, fretboard guitar and percussion. A-1
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Ancient Future certainly lives up to their name on this release combining ancient Asian 
instrumentation and musical styles with modern synthesizers and western pop and jazz
influences. Asian Fusion takes the listener on an imaginative, friendly journey through 
Asia Minor, Pakistan, Vietnam, Tibet and other places. The music is extremely 
accessible and culturally rich at the same time.

"The Dusk Song Of The Fisherman," a traditional Chinese composition is a duet 
between leader Matthew Montfort on the scalloped fretboard guitar and Zhao Hui on 
the gu zheng, the predecessor to the Japanese Koto. The lovely "Morning Sung" ia 
another duet, improvised, featuring Chinese flute and an African talking drum, with 
tranquil birds and nature sounds in the background. Some of the other instruments and
artist featured can't even be printed in the ANSI character set but they sound just 
beautiful.

"Ja Nam," a reggae version of a Vietnamese folk song using indigenous instruments, is
one of the hipper pieces. "Bookenka" is also very lively, followed by "The Trader," a 
fascinating adventure down the Silk Road. "Mezgoof" and "Ladakh" are two more tracks
made exciting by their unique rhythmic pacings. This CD explores world music facets 
while maintaining a very comfortable NAC listening experience.

-Dan Margules
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Teed Rockwell
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Asian Fusion Mention

WORLD FUSION

NATURAL RHYTHMS. Ancient Future.
Philo-Rounder Records, One Camp St, Cambridge, MA 02140.
Compact disc.

Way before the word "multicultural" was invented, Ancient Future was combining 
musical elements from Africa, India, and Bali in a delightfully smooth "world fusion" 
style.

Having worn out my original cassette of Ancient Future's Natural Rhythms through 
countless playings, I was delighted to hear that it had been reissued as a compact disc.
To hear it again is to be filled with both memories and surprises.

Ancient Future was the first ensemble to add rhythmic excitement to New Age music, 
during a time when this term referred only to either solo guitar or piano from Windham
Hill, or whole notes played on synthesizers with string section settings.

When it first came out, this album received resistance from some of the New Age 
distributors who complained its style was "too energetic." And it was ignored by the 
rock media because it was not energetic enough! Today, this balance of rhythm and 
melodv would seem right at home on any adult contemporary radio station, although 
the level of creativity and imagination would still set it apart.

In fact, the most surprising thing about this album is how much it sounds like Ancient 
Future's newest album, Asian Fusion. Many of Ancient Future's subsequent albums had
an electric jazz sound, relying heavily on Doug McKeehan's synthesizer to produce flash
and excitement. Only with Asian Fusion did the synthesizers melt into the background 
to produce rich acoustic-style textures, and the influences in the music shift back from 
jazz to a more noticeably Asian sound.

Natural Rhythm has no synthesizers, and was made without the high tech recording 
facilities provided by Ancient Future's current label, Narada. Nevertheless, the resources
that are available are managed with skill and confidence, using acoustic tone colors 
from India and Bali in combinations that still sound unique and compelling: Mindia 
Klein's smooth and spontaneous bansuri, Benjy Wertheimer's tablas, Matthew 
Montfort's custom made scallop fretted guitar, Phil Fong's Indo-thrash sarod playing, 
and special guest appearance by Balinese Rice Paddy Frogs.

Way before the word "multicultural" was invented, Ancient Future was combining 
musical elements from Africa, India, and Bali in a delightfully smooth "world fusion" 
style (the term was coined by them). Now the concept of combining di!erent world 
musics is widely accepted, but is still rarely done with such artistry.

This album is not only an important milestone in musical history, but is also as 
delightful and fresh as it ever was. The albums transfer to compact disc has improved 
the sound immensely, and guarantees that this album's music will have the long life it 
deserves. - Teed Rockwell

May 1994 India Currents Magazine Page 33
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Asian Pacific Festival of Fortune Festival Guide

Sponsored By The Reno Gazette-Journal

Ancient Future to Present
Irresistible World Music

Imagine the irresistible rhythms of a jungle of African, Balinese, Indian, Middle Eastern
and South American percussion. Exotic instruments from around the world in concert 
with the latest state-of-the-art synthesizers, electric violin and scalloped fretboard guitar.

Ancient Future, the World Music instrumental group with a new-age sound will bring 
that feeling and more to the Asian Pacific Festival of Fortune May 21 and 22 on Victorian
Square.

The group, which hails from the San Francisco Bay Area, has enchanted audiences 
throughout the United States with its infectious blend of world music, headlining such 
venues as New York City's Carnegie Recital Hall, San Francisco's Great American Music
Hall and the Eugene Hult Center for the Performing Arts.

Their music ranges the whole spectrum of what Indian aesthetic philosophers call the 
nine rasas, expressing emotions as diverse as joy, pathos and triumph. Ancient Future 
has maintained its commitment to its original vision.

Says the New Age Retailer Magazine, Ancient Future "has consistently delivered albums
that sound unique - to one another, as well as to anything else out there on the 
market .... Smooth ensemble rhythms are perfectly punctuated by the gu zheng (a board
zither predating the Japanese koto), beautifully played by Ms. Zhao Hui - considered a 
national treasure in her Chinese homeland." Their "world diary" of musical styles 
encompasses elements as diverse as reggae rhythms and Qawwali, the Sufi devotional 
form of music popular in India and Pakistan.

The group will perform, free to the public, at the main concert stage Saturday and 
Sunday. Zhao Hui will make two solo appearances at the Cultural Village Stage; one at 
7:00 pm Saturday, & the other at 4:30 pm Sunday.
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Ancient future appears

Narada Recording group Ancient Future will perform July 29 at the Mystic Lake Night 
Club in Ashland.

Ancient Future classifies their music as "world fusion music."

Ancient Future's skill at integrating diverse cultural outlooks into its brand of 
contemporary instrumental music was recognized last year by the California Arts 
Council, which awarded the group a Touring Program grant for the 1993-94 and 1994-95
seasons.

Asian Fusion, the band's latest album, spans the vast geographical and cultural expanse
of Asia. It marks the debut of Zhao Hui, China's premiere performer on the gu zheng (a
board zither.) Celebrated  internationally, Zhao Hui is considered a "national treasure" 
of China, Also performing is Vietnam naive Bui Huu Nhut, who plays the Vietnamese 
Dan Bau (a long, flexible single-stringed instrument) on the track Ja Nam.

Doug McKeehan plays piano and keyboards, Jim Hurley plays violin, and Ian Dogole is 
percussionist.
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Outdoor August concerts

STANWOOD/CAMANO NEWS Tuesday July 19, 1994

Outdoor August concerts

The second annual Music at the Meadows concerts at Victoria Villa e feature a World 
Music Festival, July 31 and a Rhythm & Blues Festival August 14.

San Francisco's Ancient Future headlines the July show. The MCA/ Narada recording 
artists' sixth album was picked by Tower Records' Pulse magazine as one of the top four
instrumental recordings of 1993. Hailed as "trendsetters" by Billboard magazine, the 
group blends rhythms of Africa, South America, and Bali with ethnic music from all over
the world-combined with classical, jazz, and rock stylings-played on instruments from 
India, the Middle East, Java, the Andes, and North America. Their latest CD, "Asian 
Fusion," was Guitar Player magazine's "Pick" for April, 1994. Popular Northwest 
Caribbean/reggae groups Andy 0 and The Groove will also perform during the World 
Music Festival.

The August 14 Rhythm & Blues Festival headline act is Seattle Women in Rhythm and 
Blues, featuring Patti Allen, Merrilee Rush, Kathy Hart, and L. J. Porter. The powerhouse
four will be backed by a high-energy R&B band. Other performers include area favorites
Swamp Mama Johnson (a five-woman band) and blues woman - Langille. Both Sunday
afternoon festivals run from 2 to 6 p.m. Advance tickets are $10 and arc available at 
Scotts Bookstore and Northern Lights Discs in downtown Mount Vernon, Anacortes 
Music Company, The Landing Discs in Bellinngham, Stowe's in Burlington, the Pizza 
Factory in Arlington, and Sunset Cuisine & Catering in Stanwood. Visa/Mastercard 
phone orders: (206) 629-9008 or 258- 1094. Tickets at the gate will be $12. The outdoor
shows will be presented rain or shine.

Victoria Village is a non-profit, private organization providing residential and vocational
services to adults with developmental disabilities. It is located at 503 - 316th Street 
Northwest near Stanwood.
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Music at the Meadows

Victoria Village/Chrysalis hosts Puget Sound to new outdoor concert venue with World
Music Festival July 31

The second annual Music at the Meadows concerts at Victoria Village feature a World 
Music Festival, July 31 and a Rhythm & Blues Festival August 14. San Francisco's 
Ancient Future headlines the July show. The MCA/Narada recording artists' sixth album
was picked by Tower Records' Pulse magazine as one of the top four instrumental 
recordings of 1993. Hailed as "trendsetters" by Billboard magazine, the group blends 
rhythms of Africa, South America, and Bali with ethnic music from all over the world-
combined with classical, jazz, and rock stylings-played on instruments from India, the
Middle East, Java, the Andes, and North America. Their latest CD, "Asian Fusion," was
Guitar Player. magazine's "Pick" for April, 1994. Popular Northwest Caribbean/reggae 
groups Andy O and The Groove will also perform during the World Music Festival.

The August 14 Rhythm & Blues Festival headline act is Seattle Women in Rhythm and 
Blues, featuring Patti Allen, Merrilee Rush, Kathy Hart, and L. J. Porter. The powerhouse
four will be backed by a high-energy R&B band. Other performers include area favorites
Swamp Mama Johnson (a five woman band) and blues woman Laurette Langille.

Both Sunday afternoon festivals run from 2 to 6 p.m. Advance tickets are $10 and are 
available at Scotts Bookstore and Northern Lights Discs in downtown Mount Vernon, 
Anacortes Music Company, The Landing Discs in Bellingham, Stowe's in Burlington, 
the Pizza Factory in Arlington, and Sunset Cuisine & Catering in Stanwood. 
Visa/Mastercard phone orders: (206) 629-9008 or 258- 1094. Tickets at the gate will be
$12. The outdoor shows will be presented rain or shine. Victoria Village is a non-profit, 
private organization providing residential and vocational services to adults with 
developmental disabilities. It is located at 503 - 316th Street Northwest near Stanwood.
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Ancient Future

Whidbey News-Times
Wednesday, July 27, 1994
Entertainment

Ancient Future

Ancient Future performs for the World Music Fest, 2 p.m. Sunday, July 31 at Victoria 
Village near Stanwood. The outdoor summer concerts include Ancient Future, hailed by
'Billboard' magazine as 'trendsetters,' blending rhythms of Africa, South America and 
Bali with ethnic music from all over the world and played on exotic instruments from 
India, the Middle East, Java and the Andes. Also performing will be Andy 0 with Reggae
and Calypso music, and a Caribbean band, The Groove. Tickets are $1 0 in advance or 
$1 2 at the gate. Call (206) 258- 1094 or 629-9008. Victoria Village is a training program
for adults with developmental disabilities.
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Ancient Future will perform "world fusion" music concert

When "Ancient Future" created its own contemporary sound by combining elements of
the world's ancient music traditions, no one quite knew what to call the end result.

In 1978 "Ancient Future" coined the term "world fusion music" to describe a genre 
which blends musical ideas from many di!erent cultures, traditions, and elements of 
nature.

Thursday, the magical sounds of world fusion music will be heard when the band 
"Ancient Future" appears live in concert at Saint Barnabas Church in Mount Shasta.

The history of "Ancient Future" leads back to 1967 when Matthew Montfort and Benjy 
Wertheimer met in their fourth grade class and vowed to form a band. Over the years 
the quest led the two men to a number of cultures from around the world in their 
exploration of music, rhythm and sound.

In 1978 the group made their first recording "Moonbath," which became the 
springboard for the first "Ancient Future" record, "Visions of a Peaceful Planet," which 
includes five other songs.

Their first concert appearance was made in 1979 at the now defunct Sleeping Lady Cafe 
in Fairfax, CA. From there, the group began to evolve through a number of phases 
ranging from the natural rhythms of a frog pond to an Asian fusion period when 
Montfort was introduced to China's top gu zheng (Chinese Zither) master Zhao Hui. 
He was so captivated by the sound of her music that Montfort used the experience as a
base for the "Asian Fusion" record, recorded in the winter of 1992.

Other recordings include "Natural Rhythms," which was released in 1981 and later 
received NAIRD "Indie" awards in World Music and Album Cover Design. In 1986 the 
group signed a record deal with Narada Records, and the following year, "Quiet Fire" 
was released. In 1988 "Ancient Future" recorded "Dreamchaser" which was released 
that November and in 1990 the group recorded "World Without Walls" which was 
released that October. In 1993 "Asian Fusion" was released on Narada/Equinox and in 
1994 "Natural Rhythms" was released on CD to commemorate the 15th anniversary of 
the first "Ancient Future" concert.

Over the years the sounds of Jazz, rock, chamber music, Asian music, Gamelan music, 
Indian rhythm and classical music, as well as other musical sounds from cultures 
around the world, and in fact, nature itself, have found a place in the "world fusion 
music" of "Ancient Future."

Thursday's performance will mark the second time that "Ancient Future" has performed
in Siskiyou County; the first being at the 1991 Sacramento River Jazz Festival in 
Dunsmuir. The "Ancient Future" concert is set to get underway at Saint Barnabas 
Church in Mount Shasta at 8 pm. Advance tickets are selling for $8 at Mountain Top 
Music in Mount Shasta. Tickets will be $10 at the door. The concert is sponsored by the
Shasta Whole Arts Network. For more information call 926-3705.

"Ancient Future," a "world fusion music" band will perform live in concert Thursday at 8
p.m. at Saint Barnabas Church in Mount Shasta. Tickets for the event are on sale at 
Mountain Top Music and at the door the evening of the concert.
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Editor

9/30/1994

Ancient Future to perform at Ukiah Playhouse

Ancient Future to perform at Ukiah Playhouse

The world fusion sound of Ancient Future will fill the Ukiah Playhouse one night only 
tonight (Friday) at 8 p.m.

Ancient Future is a popular four-piece ensemble known to weave a musical tapestry of 
global rhythms in a world fusion performance.

The performance will be followed on Saturday by a World Rhythm Workshop led by 
Ancient Future guitarist Matthew Montfort. The workshop is presented by the Ukiah 
School of Music and the Ukiah Civic Light Opera, and will be held at the Mendocino 
College Performing Arts Center from 10 a.m. to noon.

The workshop will feature the intricacies of music from Africa, Bali and India in an easy 
to follow, entertaining and educational format.

This training is useful to anyone with a desire to improve their rhythmic skills, as well as
musicians and percussionists.

Space for the workshop may be reserved by calling Paula Samonte at 462-4094.

Tickets to tonight's (Friday's) Ancient Future 8 p.m. performance are available at the 
Playhouse Box O!ce. For more information call 462-9226.

9/16/1994

Ancient Future performs in Ukiah

Ancient Future, the trendsetting  group that performs what has become known as world
fusion music, will exhibit their multicultural blend of exotic sounds onstage at Ukiah 
Playhouse at 8 p.m. on Friday, September 30.

The group combines African, Balinese, Indian, Middle Eastern and South American 
percussion with European harmonies, Eastern and Western melodies and jazz-rock 
improvisations. They have performed their compositions at New York City's Carnegie 
Recital Hall and San Francisco's Great American Music Hall.

Their music is representative of the cultural confluence that exists today. It attempts to
stay one step ahead of what is already happening in the philosophical parallel between 
global consonance and world peace.

The group, which was formed in 1978, has released five CDs. It is led by guitarist 
Matthew Montfort, recipient of the Louis Armstrong Jazz Award and named Colorado 
Outstanding Young Guitarist in 1976.

Tickets are available at Co"ee, Tea 'N Spice and Mendocino Book Company in Ukiah or
at the Ukiah Players Theatre box o!ce at 1041 Low Gap Road. For reservations call 462
-9226.

Montfort is scheduled to conduct a workshop for musicians the day after the 
performance. For information call 462-4094.
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Creating a World Without Walls Through Music

By Matthew Montfort

Imagine music combining the irresistible rhythms of a jungle of African, Balinese, 
Indian, Middle Eastern and South American percussion with the beautiful melodic 
qualities of Indian raga and the rich harmonies of Europe. Imagine a musical world 
without borders where new music is created through cross cultural exchange.

This was the dream I had when I formed the world fusion music group Ancient Future 
in 1978. For me, this time period was a turning point in the evolution of music. One 
needed to go no further than the local record store to find music from Africa, Asia, 
Europe, Indonesia, the Middle East and South America. At the same time, rock music 
had become very popular in third world countries.

This inspired me to create new music for an emerging world culture. At the time Ancient
Future was formed, there was no category for this music. We coined the term world 
fusion music for music that combines ideas from two or more musical traditions.

There is an abundance of musical knowledge available to the musician with a global 
perspective, European classical music has developed harmony, polyphony and 
orchestration to an advanced state. Indian music has developed melody and rhythm to
a high degree of refinement. African music has developed multiple layers of rhythm into
an advanced form. Balinese music has developed a refined form of orchestral 
percussion with interlocking rhythmic phrases. These traditions formed the basis for my
world rhythm training book, "Ancient Traditions - Future Possibilities: Rhythmic 
Training Through the Traditions of Africa, Bali and India" (Mill Valley, Panoramic Press
1985). Each of these traditions has something very unique and wonderful to o!er 
contemporary musicians.

Through studying world music a universal set of musical skills can be developed that 
will allow the musician to perform a broad range of styles, as well as inspiring new 
forms of music.

My desire to learn traditional music before I integrated its knowledge into my own work
led me to many interesting adventures, including a trip to Bali to study gamelan music.
The music of Bali seems to spring magically from both the culture and the natural 
forces of the island. Everything from society to music to nature interlocks. The 
cooperative village social structure is mirrored in the structure of the gamelan 
compositions. The concept of kotekan, an interlocking rhythm where two players make
one rhythm or melody by playing on each other's o!beats permeates all. These rhythms
of the gamelan mimic the interlocking calls of the rice paddy frogs (or vice versa). 
Indeed, I found that certain rhythms would inspire the frogs towards song. Ancient 
Future's second record (which Philo Rounder reissued on CD in 1994 to commemorate
15 years of Ancient Future history). Natural Rhythm (Philo 9006), includes a suite based
on live jam sessions with the rice paddy frogs and Balinese musicians. As we sat under 
the stars playing our instruments, the frogs would join in when certain rhythms were 
played.

Download full article:
http://www.ancient-future.com/pdf/11_1_94newavenues.pdf
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Lee Pullens
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The Global Guide for the Adventurous Traveler: World Arts

WORLD ARTS

REVIEWS

RHYTHMS

(REVIEWS BY JOE ROBINSON, LEE PULLENS, TOM CHEYNEY)

ANCIENT FUTURE
Asian Fusion

While many are looking to Africa or Brazil for cross-cultural influences, Ancient Future 
takes its cues from the East. A band that describes itself as a "musical travelogue," 
Ancient Future blends various Asian influences into a jazz-fusion core centered around
guitar and violin. Guitarist Matthew Montfort has studied with Indian and Balinese 
musicians, and this time introduces China's master of the board zither, Zhao Hui. Her 
gu zheng (a predecessor to the Japanese koto) doesn't sound tacked on and is 
integrated well into songs written with the air of the Orient like "The Empress" and 
"Sunda Straits." The music ranges from fusion journeys to ballads that evoke the East.
Narada/ND-63023. (LP)
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Madanmohan Rao

12/1/2006

Ancient Future/Asian Fusion. Rating: 5 stars

Artiste: Ancient Future
Album: Asian Fusion
Rating: 5 stars

This superb album is a wonderful tapestry of Asia’s rich musical diversity. Featured 
guest musicians include Zhao Hui, China's preeminent master of the gu zheng 
(Chinese zither) and Bui Huu Nhut, a leading performer of the Vietnamese dan bao (a 
one-string Vietnamese instrument with an indigenous version of a whammy bar). Our 
picks in this album include the pieces Prelude, Bookenka, Mezgoof and Ja Nam. But 
many of the other tracks stand out as well, and all the 12 tracks together make for a fine
listening experience. From Japan to South Asia, and China to Vietnam this album 
captures natural and imperial sound.
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Bob Tarte
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Ancient Future: Asian Fusion. The Beat Review Online

The Beat magazine, Volume 12, Number 4, 1993. July/August 1993

Cruisin for a Brusin’

I have nothing against new age music--as long as I never have to hear it. But when it comes to my door 
loosely disguised as worldbeat, I'm doomed to several long seconds of objective listening before 
gleefully confirming my prejudices.

 [ED: Unfavorable reviews of new age artists removed here to protect the guilty] 

At first blush I nearly consigned Asian Fusion (Narada Equinox) to the Lo-Cal heap--i.e., the Californian 
nutrition-free take on local music--but Ancient Future immediately failed the preliminary. It was 
impossible to read a fat Russian novel while this disc was playing, the way you could probably write one
while Strunz and Farrah, for instance, tootled in the background. I kept looking up from the page, then 
finally had to give up. Jim Hurley and Matthew Montfort's shared violin-and-guitar line leads catch hold
of a strong melody and bite down hard, but despite Zhao Hui's Chinese gu sheng board zither, Bui Hui
Nhut's dan bao Vietnamese one-stringed thingamajig, and assorted ethnic percussion, I'm still not ready
to think of this as worldbeat. Vernacular instruments don't share anything like equal weight with the 
band's folk-classical thrust, and the cuts that are carved from indigenous music, such as "Sunda Strait"'s
lovely degung or "The Dusk Song of the Fisherman," tilt toward the generic at the expense of an 
identifiable Ancient Future style. But the disc's got plenty of fire and its loveliness often surprises.
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Madanmohan Rao

4/27/2011

Tapestry of Asia’s Rich Musical Diversity

By Madanmohan Rao

Ancient Future
Asian Fusion (Narada, 1993)

This superb album is a wonderful tapestry of Asia’s rich musical diversity. Featured 
guest musicians include Zhao Hui, China’s preeminent master of the gu zheng 
(Chinese zither) and Bui Huu Nhut, a leading performer of the Vietnamese dan bao (a 
one-string Vietnamese instrument with an indigenous version of a whammy bar).

Our picks in this album include the pieces ‘Prelude’, ‘Bookenka’, ‘Mezgoof’ and ‘Ja 
Nam’. But many of the other tracks stand out as well, and all the 12 tracks together 
make for a fine listening experience. From Japan to South Asia and China to Vietnam 
this album captures natural and imperial sound.

Buy the album:

    * In North America: Asian Fusion
    * In Europe: Asian Fusion

About Madanmohan Rao

Madanmohan Rao is a Bangalore-based music editor & DJ, specializing in World Music
and Jazz http://twitter.com/MadanRao
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